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BENTON, KENTUCKY, April 28, 1950

NUMBER 49

rame Municipal Structure WasSold By City Council
Mail Delivery. Cut
Hits City Today
Business Section
Is Not Hit By
Economy Move
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Letter

to Editor:

More Facilities Younger Generation Bids Will Be Received Until
At Ky. Lake Are
Monday Night On TheMoclern

Being Planned

Floodwall, Walks,
Beaches, Parking
Areas Planned

Jet

Structure To Be Erected Soon

:AP

A' few daas ago we received
a pamphlet or folder in the
This week's parade of pictures of future leaders of Marshall
-Hereafter mail will be de- mail avertising Kentucky Lake
County includes three groups of two children each. Reading
red once daily in the resi- State Park.- The folder stated
The
Division
Parks,
State
of
from
left to right: Dugan, 3 year old son of T. L. Coleman and'I
Benton,"
of
area
Post- the park cottages, etc., would
dense
his sister, Valeria, five years old; Beverly, 21 months old daughC B Cox said in reoprt- be ready for occupancy April'
Kentucky. has applied to the of- ter of
Travis Ethridge and her sister, Phyllis, 4 years old; Don• on the United States Post 16. We noticed the map did not
trig
fice of the District engineer,
The frame building uced as
directive
for
Department
mention et show Benton, the
Office
ald, 4 year old son of Robert Lee Burd and his sister, Carol, 20
The New Harmony
J• R. Brandon, Benton insurCorps of Engineers, U. S. Army
Home- a City Hall be the City of
expense
in
of
curtailment
county seat of Marshall Counthe
man, representative of maker was organized SeptemArmy months old. Thc Colemans live at Calvert City, Route 1; the ance
Benton was sold
Public
at
operation throughout the sys- ty, the county which the great for a Department of the
the
Mutual
Benefit Health and ber 1
1947 by Miss Ann Gar Auction. Saturday to Charles
permit authorizating the ma_ Ethridge at Myeistown and the Burds in Benton.
Kentucky
Dam i$ located
tem.
kccident Association and Unit- riean, home demonstration agent
in, struction of recretional faciliStorey for $360.
ed Benefit Life Insurance Com- for
This service will be given we don't lanow who is respon- ties in Tennessee River, left
arshall
County. Being
This building was sold
pany, was honored by his com- the fi t club in the county to
to
Monday through Saturday. he sible for this folder, whether hank, at Kentucky Dam Village
pany with designation of Man organ' e Miss Garriga ncalled , make way for the new city
sgid, and there will still be the state or not. but we did State Park, 22.6 miles above
hall which is expected to be
of The Month.
two deliveries daily in the bus- hotice the pamphlet or folder the mouth of the river.
us het baby club.
said Operated by the State of
built on the same location as
iness district of the city.
According to tne. plans acA story in the company
Our club was organized at soon as possible. A eeori n g to
.'It has been our purpose in Kentucky. we scanned the map companying the application, the
monthly magazine, headed "The the
ew Harmony School of the terms of sale. Mr. Storey
making these changes. to keep and noticed Mayfield, Paducah
proposed work will include the
few days, the committee
Man Of The Month", contained which s we named our club. is required to have the old
republic
in
the
and
of
interest
other
towns,
no
but,
Benthe
construction of a sea wall. the
a picture of Mr. Brandon and There' :were eleven
ports.
members building off the nremises withmind as much as possible," Mr. ton, the clesest county seat to preparation of beaches, and the
said
— For having his best enroll
The
first
officers in thirty days after the buildbelieved
Plans
the
is
it
"and
dam
are being
and park.
arranged
C)x said,
layout of walkways, parking
month so far during 1950; for were
Powell,
Irene
rs.
arrangement
presi- ing is vacated by the city ofno
call
for
this
at
least
with
two
radio sta-,
s
This reminds me of the 1937 areas and sewage facilities. The
cooperation; dent;
rs. Marie Barker. vice- fices now occupying it.
tions to carry a portion of the his always loyal
will be inconvenienced flood at Paducah when the out- sea wall
will be placed along
•
Big Singing Day being in- event and a national. magazine ' for his enthusiasm; for his de- preide t; and Mrs. Chloe Phelp
azeatly in the receipt of his ot-county papers were boasting the irregular curves of the
The City Clerk. City Judge
termination
to
make
April
anwas
cretary-treasur
s
cluded
These
er.
in
the
Old Kentucky has indicated some interest inl
mail."
of the relief that Murray, May- Shore line at the approximate
and Water and Light Denartbanner month—our Man officer served two years.
liomocoming — 1950‘s statewide covering the 'Day' for a feature'other
a
The window service at the field and Paris, Tenn., gave the normal pool level of Kentucky
ment offices will be moved inof
the
Month
for
March
is the
Miss ,Garrigan being with us
the people of Paducah. Benton was Reserviors (elevtion 359). The activity and the inclusion of story. with pictures. Joe Creas- tine gentleman
Office will remain
to the north side of the Fire
shown
above.
one y ar and four months bethe Marshall County Veterans on, native of Benton and now
mentioned,
e as before with week day seldom or never
of the sea wall will he att of Foreign
He is Jim Brandon of Benton. fore s w became the bride of Station where they will remain
Wars
Memorial
Set-star
featuie
writer
for
The
p.
5:30
to
m.
ace from 8 a.
and 1, personally know that elevation 360.5. Plans of the
until the new city hall is comvice has elevated the 'potential Louisville ellikti'tier Journal, will Congratulations on a good job, Alllen Nagel, we hated to give
and Saturday from 8 a. m. Benton went all out for Padu- proposed work may be seen at
pleted,
officials reported.
Jim.
and
we
look forward to her up but couldn't deprive her
hah during this disaster for I the Office of the District En- ot the traditionally big day in- 'cover' the event for the roto- April being another big
o 12 noon.
month
of tha privilege as we were
Sealed proposals
to an even greater festival than gravure section of his paper.
the
for
Nashville
District, in previous years.
Mr. Cox said that if it became was, working in a grocery gtore gineer,
for you.
all m
furnishing of labor and materThe
Big
Singing,
according
•
the at that time in Benton. and Corps of Engineers. U. S. Army
•essary to rearrange
One wear we were without ials for the new
municipal
This event is held annually to present plans, will close earl)] A national magazine publishof the Benton office filled a great many relief or- 303 U. S. Courthouse, Nashville
an
building
age
It
really
was
t.
will
hard
received
be
for
by
enough
for
the Memorial Ser-ed by these two companion
on the fourth Sunday in May.
, the patrons will be ders from the Red Cross, issu- Tennessee.
the
cl
the
carry
bs
to
but
City
on.
with
Clerk
until
7
P.
M.,.
ice
to
be
held
afterwards.
And companies contained the names
)6fled through the channels ed by the late Judge Joe L. Interested parties are invited
B l und folders of invitations officials at Camp Campbell in- 1 of all representatives
with sales aid of Miss Leone Gillett, As- Monday, May 1. Copies of the
Price.
We
do
not
intend
this
to
inform
paper.
local
the
District
the
Engineer iron, the Kentucky Chamber of
sistant State Leader from Lex- drawings and specifications and
'dicated
that
they
may
bring
exceeding
400
for
the
year of
letter as a criticism towards of any objection from the stand ,CoMmerce,
other state groups along a chemical warfare dis- 1949, also their pictures
ington, and he loyal Mr. Homprevailing wage scales may be
were
anyone or group. but it does point of navigation which they and local civic
('r, co inty agent, we
groups as well play for later in the evening included and Mr. Brandon
pulled
was
not seem to me that Benton gets may have to the issuance of as individuals and
throug
with
flying
firms. are
colors. obtained from Perry Foster at
her share of credit.
the permit. Unless impractica- going out to Vice-President Al- at the city park. This demon- shown in this top producing Our p ayers were soon answer- 1410 Poplar Street in Benton
Benton is called on, for chart-. ble, it is desired that all ob- ben W. Barkley and Governor stration would include flame group: it signified that he had ed wit a
new home demonstaBids are also being received
etc.. they said.
made a toal of 637 policy sales,
All officies in the court house table contributions and alwayi jections be submitted in writing Earle Clements to participate
a
ti
on
ent,
Sunshine
Miss
ColMr. Amos Rhodes, Paducah more than fifty per cent more
until the same time for the
ill close on Thursday after- responds greatly. It
also
ing. Statements will be receiv- in the pragram.
L ng may she be with u
business man and father of the than needed to be listed in
surfacing
of 12th Street from
ooas until further notice. ac- called on for votes at election ed and considered until
the
is the cry from New Harmony
A request for the
military Kentucky
Homecoming
idea, this exclusive 400 club.
announcement time to elect state officials and close of business 1 May 1950.
rding to an
Pine
Street to the city limits:
Home akers Club.
band, of thirty pieces, from xsill also be invited to appear.
ablabed in this issue of the to pass amendments t o
get
An , incomplete report for the
For
National
Home
DemonPine
Strtet
from 12th Street to
Camp
Campbell
was
tentatively
on,' the program along . .vith month
salaries ,, raised, but plugs for
IT ISN'T FUNNY — Among
of April shows Mr. strati() Week our window disapproved Monday and official Vice-President
Syansonia and Oak Level road:
Barkley
and Brahdon
The first Thursday
closing Benton. no none, they. usually the most amusing Americans
as having sold
28 play
ill be a bedroom color
approval is expected within a Governor Clements.
9th
'Street from Pine to Walill be next week. May 4, and go to the surrounding towns are those who fear veterans
health and accident units and Sc hem' assembled.
ill continue through the hot such as Mayfield or Paducah. will ruin the country they saynut;
13th Street from Birch to
$4,500 in life insurance, looks
The display may be seen in
°nth& officials report.
afternoon, April 30, with the like another banner month for Peel-H Iland
D. F. Riley. ed.
Elm
and
6th Street from Olive
Insurance ComBaccalaureate services at 2:30. this Bentonian
pany indow April 30 - May 6. to Pine Street.
Rev. Galen !Hargrove, pastor

J, R. BRANDO
N
HONORED BY
IN S. COMPANY

iNew Harmony Club• City Offices To
Move Into Fire
HisOry Given By
Station Building
Ho emakers Group

Big Singing Takes
On Major Status
Event Becoming
Larger Than In
Years Gone By

hursday Closing
or Offices Set

taaswke
saa
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1 ear Fresa Lus. Csa w
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Calvert City

ions'Open Season Here Sun. Seniors Start
awkins Jewelry
o Make Seniors
appy This Week
s.lArshall County will have

ise
H14-411%

t

- Democrat
today for

Play Calvert
City In Opener
At City Park

of Calvert City Baptist Church,
will preach the sermon.
Class night will be Tuesday,
May 2, at 7:45 p. in.

Stringer. who played
service
ball with a Marine Corps Bas,
Dr. Ed J. -Carter, head of
team; at 3rd will be Bill Herms
education department of Murwho played last year with the
ray State College, will deliver
Universiy of Louisvillle; left
address,
Commencement
1the
field will be covered by Joe
1Thursday, May 4 at 7:45 p. in.
Dan Draffen. the powerhouse
hitter veteran of several seasI Nellie Strickland is Valedlcons with Benton; right field
torian of the. class. Clayton
City
Calvert
seniors
The
of
will
have
James 'Country'
Thompson, playing co-manager, High School swill begin their Brooks and Marjorie Jourden
Sunday are Salutatorians.
exercises
always a dangerous man w,ith graduation
the stick.

Grad. Exercises
Baccalaureate
Service Sunday
April - 30

The Eastern Division of the
Tri-State League will open the
a exceptionally happy sen- 1950 Season Sunday with the
r students this week end Benton Lions playing hosts to
hen Hawkins Jewelry store the Pittsburg Metalurgical ag
yes two valuable watches to gregat oni at the city_ park.
This opening game Was originally scheduled to be played
The system being used is all at Ca vert City, but a switch
Utility outfielders will
be
':es of the graduates of Ben- in schedule brings them here
Joe B. Prince and Lester En
Hardin, Brewers, Sharpe for the opener and the Lions glish. Relief pitcher
will
be
Calvert City high schools will go to Calvert in the re- Jack Jennings and co-manager
ho registered at the store, turn game. Sunday, June 28,
Smith Dunn will be relief inye their names on the face the first game in the second fielder
a large
eight-day
clock, half of the season.
ere were eighty six registerFans declared this line-up to
Siindav, May 7, the Fredonia
American Legion will play in show promise of a stronger
The clock was wound
fos Benton; May 14 Benton's Lioos team for the Lions than in any
last time Thursday, April iournev to Princeton to meet of the past few years. Efforts
which means that it will the VFW team; May 21 the are being made to sign up a ,
n down Thursday, Friday or Lions battle Dunn's Chickery third pitcher and the team will
rurday of this week, accord- at Smithland; May 28 Grand then be set for a tough season
to Milton Hawkins. pro- Rivers comes to Benton; June in the vastly improved Trietor of the store.
Salem; States League.
4 Benton travels to
The two students
whose June 11 Almo comes to Bcntan;
mes are pointed out by the June 25 Benton goes to Fredon- HARDIN SENIOR PLAY
eep hand of the clock will ia; July 2 Princeton comes to "NUTS TO YOU" WILL
the ones to receive the val- Benton; July 9 Dunn's Chicic- BE PRESENTED TONIGHT
hie watches. The clock is in ery visits Benton: July 16 BenThe Hardin High School senfront window where all ton goes to
Riv.ars:
Grand
iors
will present their play
Benton
Salem
comes
to
23
July
✓ seell it.
he lady's watch is a MSS and July 30 Benton goes to "Nuts To You" at the high
erica which sells for e33,75 Almo for the final game of school tonight (Friday). Baccalaureate services will be held
the rnan's watch is a Di- the league schedule.
Sunday,
May 7 and Commencetor which sells for the same
This schedule calls for sea en ment will be Thursday, May 11
ea. The lady's watch is a 17 home games , and the manageel and the man's is a 13 ent of the team announces beginning at 8 p. m.. in the
tn
school auditorium. Class night
el.
that another home game will will be Tuesday, May 9 at the
heir were four more boys be booked so that holders of
istered than girls so that in season tickets will see eight same place starting at 8 p. m.
places boys' names had to games for their $3 paid for
grouped: this means Haw- these advance ducats.
says, is that if these should
James
anu
Dunn
Smith
the winners, two
man's 'Country', Thomnson
are en hes will be given.
mawers of the Lions this season and both will see active
service with the team.
Sunday's
battery for
The
game will be Jim Taylor, right
hander from Asbury Park, N.
J., a veteran with three years
he Benton Lions Club will under his belt at Murray Cold its reguiar meeting Tues- lege. and George Culp, the old
night ;.t The, Veep, new reliable receiver who
a
is
urant near Kentucky Dam eeteran of many years of Mared and operated by
Hay shall County baseball.
lain and Jamie Griffith.
At first base will be Larry
e Lions will have their Travis, Cleveland. Ohio, had
es as their guests for the experience with several CleThese photos show the activity at the Commnuity Building
ng.
veland semi-pro teams; 2nd Saturday morning when the Marshall County Veterans of Forr the dinner and meeting base will be covered by Keith
eign Wars again led the parade of volunteer workers putting
Lions and their ladies will Baker, Corbin, Ky., who played
guests of the Calvert Thea- 'with
Kentucky the finishing touches to this important structure in time for the
Southeastern
to see the technicolor film semi-pro
year; Marshall County Agricultural Fair. Many others besides VFW
last
league
A Great Feeling."
Brownie members have helped with this work, though the post volunteerbe
short-stop will

New Brisiness To
Be Opened Soon
Bill Butler and Gene Gordon announce that they
will
open a new and modern busiess in the building formerly
occupied by the
Webb Tin
Shop, next door to the Butler
Grocery on East 12th Street.
No name has yet been decided upon for this new business
Lut Bill Butler says a name
will be found prior to next
week end when they plan to
open for business.

Youth Movement
'HARDIN FFA
Draws Strong
ELECTS NEW
Local Support
Cub Scout Pack 49 was for- OFFICERS

malty arganized at a ineetnig of
The Hardin Chapter of FHA
parents and scouters at the at their April meeting
elected
First Methodist Church, Tues- new officers
for 1960-51.
day night.
They are as follows: Frances
will Watkins, President:
The Methodist Church
Anne Warserve as sponsoring ogganiza- rem
Vice President: Barbara
tion for this important younger Mathis. Secretary:
Anita
C.
youth movement. Paul B. Rags= Darnall, Treasurer;
Perla Cole.
dale, Editor of the Tribune- Parliamentaria
n;
Jean
RyckDemocrat will serve as Cubert. Reporter; Jo Ann Greenmaster and , Pat Moore will
field, Historian: Sandra
Norserve as Assistant Cubmaster. wood, Song
Leader.
They will serve Dairy Queen
Approximately
thirty
boys
frozen custard and
a
wide were signed-up for the Pack at
The following received the
variety of sandwiches. Remodel- this meeting, while Den Moth- Junior Homemakers Degree for
ing work is underway now.
ers+, Del Dads and Den Chiefs the year of 1949-50: Ruth
were also appointed.
Jones, Anna Gardner, Barbara
Den One swill have Mrs. Ol- Mathis, Jean Ryckert. and those
received
the
Chapter
ivia Cnockett as Den Mother; who
Chester Ray Powell as Den Homemakers degree are: FranDad and Howard Copeland as ces Watkins, Wanda Holland.
Jo Ann Greenfield. Paula Cole,
Den Chief.
The Nelson
Rexall
Drug
Den Two will have Mrs. Bob Anita Darnall, Barbara Jones,
store, in cooperation with the Long aa Den Mother; Kenneth Sandra Norwood, Anne WarUnion Ice Cream Company of Peak as Den Dad and Jerry ren. Voting delegates selected
Nashville. will have
for the Spring District meeting
an
Ice Myers as Den Chief.
Cream Carnival this week end.
Den Three will have Mrs. at Heath, April 22. 1950, are:
.The carnival is so called be- Coleman Riley as Den Mother; Jean Ryckert
and
Barbara
cause they anticipate
serving Coleman Riley as Den Dad; and Jones.
an unusually large amount of Jimmy Faughn will serve as
Frances Watkins. Reporter.
this delicacy.
Den Chief. Mr. and Mrs. Riley
Prices have been slashed on were
not
though
appointed
Sealtest Ice Cream for Friday present at the meeting
and
and Saturday at this popular this appointment is subject to
fountain and all sundaes ice their apProval, Field Executive
cream sodas, banana splits. etc. Barney ,Smith of Murray rehave been greatly reduced for ported.
John 13atsel. 16 year old Benthis carnival of values.
Den Four will have Mrs. Al- ton High School junior, wall
berta 'Sallins as Den Mother' preach at the First Methodist
Robert lider as Den Dad; and Church at the morning worship
Gilbert Smith as Den Chief. service, Sunday.
Den Five will have Mrs. HarHis sermon topic will be
ry Hurley as Den Mother; J. "Sniritual Laziness."
Homer Miller as Den Dad and
He, alone with Jack Hentoa
Hendrickson
Jerry
Den and Joe Iliett. who are also
as
Chief.
youthful ..ministers in the makThe Den Chief's are appoint- ing, will be issued their license
ed from the ranks of Boy to preach within a few weeks
Scouts lay the Scout Master and when the licensing
commitee
serve an important part of the meets at Paducah.
program as youth leaders of
Batsel ,has preached one prethe Cu
under their supervis- vious sermon, at Maplcsprings
ion.
on Palm Sunday he occupied
Other Dens will be organiked the pulpit.
as mor boys become members
of the
ack, it was reported.
Regul r Den meetings will
(Tribune Photos by Raymond Vick) start in two weeks and the
The Benton unit of the Pared in a body to help with the job that has lain dormant for so first Pa k meeting will be May ent Teachers
Association
will
long and yet is needed so badly. Work will continue on this until 5. at t
Methodist Church at hold its annual election of ofit is completed and officials ask that all men who can possibly which t me all parents of boys ficers Monday night.
The meeting will be held at
donate some time to come to the Community Building ready to in the ge group from 8 years
through 10 years are urged to the
high
school
beginning
work, early Saturday morning.
attend.
promptly at 7 p. m.

Volunteer Workers

ons Ana' Ladies.
Dine At Veen
xt Tuenday Nite

ub Scout Pack Is Organized

Ice Cream Carnival
Set For Nelson's
Drug Fri. and Sat.

JOHN BATSEL TO
PREACH SUNDAY
AT M. E. CHURCH

P.- T. A. To Elect

Benton, Kentucky
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Lets Spare The Birds

Around

The Square

The Answer
To Riddle Is
Given In Rhymn

Around the County

bear Editor:
Printed Friday morning of each
The other day as I walked
1903 at
Benton, Ky. Entered as second Cliii3R matter June 10,
to Benton. I saw a nice' Ken1879
office in Benton under Act of Congress March 3,
tucky Cardinal-Red Bird, some
1?°"
four, just see Jack Jennings
Nelson—Publisher
one had killed and cars were
Anyone wanting to give five for
the
on
grinding it into bits
say.
EDITOR highway, then as I came back at the Style-Malt store, his friends
•• •
PAUL B. RAGSDALE
RESEARCH DIRECTOR I saw its mate killed on the
RAYBURN WATKINS
the woods. 'Miss Effe' did
When the Tritium, published 41114•4144•0111.0.1..M•441••••••••••••
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have heard of people going to
MANAGER other side of the road. What a
You
CIRCULATION
Woods
the
of
members
Riddle Ave° weeks
EFFIE BOWDEN
various
Bible
the
the
to
went
heart
cruel
that last week, she
SHOP MANAGER shame' And what a
many
E. C. FISK near Oak Level has a mighty
VAN WYATT
subscription to add to the many we did not realize ao
respond
PRESSMAN someone had to do such a thine. clan and brought in seven new
on his hogs. -I haven't had a litter ..rpie; pia
bible students would
FAY MELTON
the red bird is Woods we already have on the list.
think,
Just
have
we
GROVE
However
NORTH CHURCH
,
:
with answers.
in 5 months in the past ten years. They a
• • •
MARY GREEN
our state bird and is the most
receive the nearBRIENSBURG
to
happy
last
months
been
CHANDLER
year
one-half
native
love
1
beautiful color of all our
MRS. WALLACE
correspondent surely must
plus four and
ALTONA birds. Too it does no one any
Laverne Thwcatt, our Breezeel
ly three hundred letters
ied
someone
visiting
DENA JONES
to wheat skim milk and supplement — foeutatiorull
about
visits
calls and
every column tells
Almost
phone
the
pie.
DEALING
eat
cheer
FAIR
to
to
song
sweet
a
has
harm,
still ing is my kay to success," Mr. Fisk says, iie to":
MRS. BERT NELSON
the office. Letters a r e
GRIGGSTOWN also it aids us in the control of who can maki. good pies.
given
have
RIBA JOHNSON and BETTY BARKER
and grade •Aeas.
• • •
coming in and most
AURORA destructive insects that prey
is
which
McNEELEY
Comanswer
LTKLRY
coming out to the
the correct
SHARPE upon our garden crops.
EXPERIMEN7S HAVE SHOWN that kw bat
It had been planned that the first guy
to
Whale".
put
IVA CAMPBELL
be
would
"The
God
of
word
watch
the
does
What
to
morning
Saturday
Building
munity
PLEASANT HILL
sev- should be planted one inch deep after the ssi it
:
dressWILLIAM PECK.
Last week we published
say about the birds? See Matt.
the first one, so, though he was not
was
Coulter
CLARK
anJoe
...
Proper
work.
egrees.
on
55
fertilization
above
and
pl
It
.
i
usually
wonMARTHA MATHIS
8-20 10-29. Gen. 7-14. I
of the VFW, pushed eral of the letters
will
OAK LEVEL der why God, who made all ed for work. graham Wilkins, Commander
LOUIE BRADLEY reports good pasture pm se
other page of this issue
MRS. GILBERT WALTERS
placed the handles in his hands.
there
and
Joe
more,
to
to
up
I
wheelbarrow
Noah
several
ROUTE
commanded
HARDIN
a
s'
things,
"Last years I had one acre of impioved
be found
MRS. FANNIE LEE
'barrow'.
SYMSONIA have a pair of all kinds of birds Joe was a good scout and took off with the
isn't room in one news- cows all su.-Imer and most of the winter Thio
just
_••..
SHEMWELL
BYRON
MRS.
• • •
He made
paper to publish all.
THOMPSON'S SHOP preserved in the Ark"
got knee high—I believe the acre would haat
VITUS OWENS
good
were
dock a few
Goheen's
they
saw
Ty
and
them
to
up
came
strangers
promised to give the
of
SCHOOL
couple
We
A
HIGH
BENTON
—I have neser seen anything like it. The
JOE GREEN
and very good.
motor, tackle and boat license. They complete answer in thyme just
boat.
a
CITY
rented
CALVERT
ago,
days
a dozen grasses
BETTY HOBGOOD
Lets think! Lets spare the
out into the as the riddle was presented. so heavily and ieeded to about
POSSUM TROT birds, the friends of mankind, said it was their first of such experience. They ran
Bradley
Mt.
lb43,'
ROBBIE and TOMMIE
of
comments.
fall
they rushed back here goes:
FREEDOM CORNER lets stop killing the
* pretty bird. lake and fished for just a few minutes when
LAWRENCE T. pucKETT
fish's
A Whale
PALESTINE
PLAN NOW FOR SEEDING permaner pm%
Parents, teach your children to the dock and yelled for Ty to take the hook out of a
MARGIE LEE
dust,
lbs.,
of
twenty
out
near
Adam
to
something
not
and
made
birds
catfish
the
big
a
love
was
to
God
MYERSTOWN
Where lespedeza is seeded alone disk about taa
mouth—Ty said it
''IPPY"
kill them. They are Gods creat- the men wouil not stay any longer they said they wanted to But He made the fowls and and seed about the 15 to 20 for best
NEWS
BRAZEEL
result&
LAVERNE THWEATT
animals first.
ion and He says He needs them.
the first one
was
it
off,
it
show
and
Chicago
to
a
has
fish
mighty
JARVIS
that
LON
good
(take
strawberry fai
Please spare our birds.
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• Here s tile most
converu
saw! The new 1950
Shelv
space in the same size
cab'
to the floor. All
apace ia
• There's a new
easy-to-cl

control.
• Up to 70 pounds of

frozen
• There's a new
rearranging
one, but two
vegetable crib
• CONE IN—SEE IT
NOW I
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BUILT LIKE A BATTLESHIP

Its Ford for big car comfort and readability.
Its low, box -section frame with Ave crOsti
members gives •xtra strength and rigidity.
The advanced engineering design provides
low c•nter of gravity and unusual stability

BUT WRAPPED LIKE A GIFT
For the second year
a row, the
New York Fashion Academy has
awarded Ford its Gold Medal as
Fashion Car of the Year."
4!

FORD

IS THE BIG
ECONOMY PACKAGE!
°MAT CDPOWir DV VCAVR
4,9 FORD DEALErt

th its low Are cost, low upkeep and
resale value ford Is the new
ridord of value. And in the recent
••ohilgas Grand Canyon Economy Run,
fdouy supervIsed by AAA, a '50
d "SW with Overdrive won the
namy championship of its class the
.9-s.re cars in the low-pric•
Reid.
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Kinney Motor Co.
Benton

Kentucky'

.

This And That-What fun the tacks' party
was at Sharpe s-hool on night,
of March 31. ,Prizes were a- I
warded Mrs. Wes LvIes. Mr.'
and Mrs. Lex Thomnslin, Janice,
Bohily .lessoo.1
Will
and
Music ieas furnished by the,
Turner String Band and was
enjoyed very mtich. The party !
was sponsored by the Sharpe
P. T. A.
My sincere sympathy to rel- i
atives of Mr. Louis Arant and
Mr. Tom Nichols.
To Mrs. Sol Rine. mother Or
James King, and
:q1e"
the ,
and brothers, I s 'id words of
comfort, for we have norrows
in common, and I do know the
burden by extierience, I'm truIN thankful James' body now
rests in his beloved native land.
Happy ahead for
Mr. and
This. Joe Robert Sargent who
are prou dparents of a new
baby, and a 'how do you do'
to grandparents, Mr. anC Mr.
Clarence Dishman
and
Mrs.
Dan Sargent.
Mr. t nd Mrs. Edward Rothwell and children of
Louisville are visitin
Mi. and Mrs.
Roy Rothwell i.nd
Mr. and
MI's. Willie Truit.
to
Something
m-ke
Yo'r. 1
head swim—watch the traffic
on Iliehwav 68 on a
bright,
sunny Sunday afternoon.
The little girl stcod
and
watched her mother maka a
nie and ask, "Why do your cut
button holes in it?"
A thought for today—Beware
so long as you live, of judginf:
men by their outwar appearance.
La Fontaine.
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Our harvested timber Ian
producing area.

. . . commonly called "cut-over" land . . • is i
Actually it will probably grow more new wood in the teo

years after cutting than in the ten years preceding the last harvest.
4

This is true because re oval of slow-grouing mature trees gives
fast-growing stock a chance t develop rapidh. Flanested timber land need
be idle, abandoned land. M re often now it if• an
active, working forest cow
parable to a field after the

rn is cut.
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.... but, crop cycles in trees do not just
happen. We plan for them
careful logging, leaving of seed sources, and fire
protection.
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• Here's the most convenient—the most beautiful—refrigerator you ever
' more refrigerated
saw! The new 1950 Shelvador is roomier—up to 23('0
stooping clear
space in the same size cabinet - easy to use, easy to reach, no
to the floor. All space is at the "CONVENIENCE LEVEL."
• There's a new easy-to-clean "ButterSafe" with individual temperature

•Day after day you'll find mom ways to save with your Croaky
Freezer. For instance, leftovers frozen today make wonderful meal
next week... or nOkt month. Fruits and vegetables are bought in
long. And you buy in quantity;
season, used "out-of-the-freezer" all y
y way you figure, a Cmiey
take advantage of liberal discounts.
them now!
Freezer saves you money! Come in

• Up to 70 pounds of frozen foods fit into the giant freezer compartment.

• There's a new rearranging shelf, a generous-size meatholder and not just
one, but two vegetable crispers.
• COME IN—SEE IT NOW!
SEHL BETTER PROD( CTS
..e.laea
FOR 11.4PPIER LIVING

A Good Trade-In
On Your Next
Maj'or Appliance

CROSIEY
ELECTRIC WATER.
HEATERS KEEP
YOU /14PHLY IN
• ATERs

HOT r

Safe ...eliminates flames. fume.
No flues or vents required.
Depondabl• . . constant hot
water. automatically. End. fuel
.tiortage problems!

Clean ... no mossy fu•I, no
amoke or soot.
Thrifty ... enjoy economical
electric rates and remember,too,
that Crosl•y's irrimertion-tvpw
heating units put all the lie directly info the water.

COME AV-SEE ME COMftETE
1.16T-UP OF CROSLEY
ELarrtCyle WATER HEATERS!

Doors With Sound-Deadened
FOR A LIMITED TIME
Two Interior Drawers, Two
ONLY $259.95 COMPLETE
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SLOGAN COURTEOUS AND INTELLIGENT SERVICE AT ALL TIMES, ASSURANCE OF THE PERFORMANCE THA
FECTS OF HIS INVESTMENT.
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Dexter Sunday School 10.00
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A few acres of Sudan gran seeded in late spring can be a hie saver
when bluegrass fades m July and
August. or if there is not a sufficient
acreage of legume-grass mixtures a‘riltuq:;11' 110E0111"1111161.161411:11111:::
to give dairy cows all the suert,
lent. nutritious forage they need.
Agronomists say the best time to
seed Sudan grass is about two weeks
after corn planting It should not be
king h:
grazed until it is 1$ inches high
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With favorable growuig weather, it onands si
will reach that height in six to seven weeks
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—•41111bOMMIDOO116
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want to win a little more
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Muss.
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Well, Ii u•nds, we have had
I ittle company this past week.
"a lligaters".
those
Scrub Phillips calls them) have
beet, up and eiline! to class with
us for the past two days They
must get ii lot of enjoyment
from tics sitting in thy elaSS1
and nt%er stiyin' a word. But.
rim. that the ‘veek is up, we
Iii feel a lot better I vet- the
matter
School is almost up for about
44, people It's only a few more.
weeks now until we get that'
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sta t mg I
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We Offer Our

C NGRATULATIONS
Exercises I Our County Schools Next Week
N‘ E

EXTEND OUR S NCERE CONGRATULATIONS TO
UATLS OF OUR COUNTY HIGH SCHOOLS WHO WI

THEIR DIPLOMAS

COMMENCEMENT

EXERCIS

THE NEXT WEEK.

It Is From The }'out Of Today That Our Leaders Of T
Come And We Feel S ire That Our Marshall County
Stand High In The L no List Of SucePssful Leaders Of
Generation — We Ha 'e Confidence In You.
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Power—thrilling pick

place in the highly competitive
Business World of Today, you will need help and
vice man), time—Max we invite you to come to UI
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1130.M1

HAWKINS
JEWELRY STORE
Benton, k\

THERE'S a •.
Rugby Sportswear you'll
likes The feeling of solid
comfort and the sense of
satisfaction in knowing
you look right in the
company of friends.
The new Spring and
Summer models are
ready.
... see them.
•• •
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discuss any problems tnat we are Capable of
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,
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Vulcan plows. Rastus eultaprices on new ice
IA
Ildwe.
•alors
and
Heath
Campbell
corn1
at
refrigerstor,
drills. Heath Hd%e. & Furn.
. (t)
i Furn

pril Meet of The
New Harmony Club
With Mrs. Portis

serain

the
The April meeting of
New
Harmony • Homemakers
Club met in the home of Mrs.
Wilson Portis, with 18 members
answering roll call.

LINN
Offer' complete funeral services in every
price range. Inquire and be convinced.
equipped
Ambulance
with
oxygen
night
and
Jay
available

Phone 2ii2l

Plans were discussd for next
year's work, also for National
Week
Home
Demonstration
which will be April 31 to May
6.

NOW
4404
PACK
DA

Jackson Grocery
Benton, Ky.
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When You Step Out Into the World, Be Sure to Make Your Favorite
Banking Insti tion One of Your First Places of Call. There Will Be
Many Things That We Can Offer Advice On and We Will Be Glad To
Continue Serving You Through the Years ..
We Always Havt., Time For You.
COME IN TODAY, TELL US OF YOUR PLANS
FOR THE FUTURE, LET US DISCUSS THEM
WITH YOU FROM THE VIEWPOINT OF YOUR
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION, WITH YOUR BEST
INTERESTS AT HEART.
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"Why didn't you give

him one of your GOOD cigars?"
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SCHEDULE
18,000 Watts ERP

game was very interesting.
The strict referees arid able
coaches mbde it a professional
The Brewers P. T.A. spon- game from beginning to end.
The men had a close game
sored two basketball games
SATURDAY
with little practcie would MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
and
the
of
composed of the parents
team.
state
all
the
on
be
soon
active
'very
A
.
community
5:30 Farm & Home
ETM
5:30 Farei & Home — ETM
game was played by the ladies A good crowd was present and 6:30 Rise Ez Shine — En/
—
ETM
&
Rise
6:30
Shine
and from the enthusiasm from seethed to get a thrill from the
7:00 World News Roundup —11 7:00 World News Roundup —
cheer leaders and fans the performances.
CBS
CBS
7:15
for Saturday—ITM
Music
etc.—
7:15 Music for Monday,
&
Fireside — ETM
Home
7:30
ETM
8:00 World News Roundup —
8:00 News of America—CBS
CBS
8:15 Baptist Hour — Studio
— ETM
Hi-Hatters
7:45
ETM
—
Notes
8:30 Novelty
— Studio
8:15
Hour
Baptist
—ETM
Harmony
of
Gems
8:45
8:45 Gems of Harmony—ETM
9:00 Ed McConnell — ETM
9:00 Church of Christ—studio
9:15 Americana — ETM
9:30 Arthur Godfrey — CBS 9:15 Americana — ETM
9:45 Arthur Godfrey — CBS 9:30 Garden Gate — CBS
10:00 Arthur Godfrey — CBS 10:00 Allan Jackson News
CBS
10:30 Crosby Sings — ETM
10:45 Home & Fireside — ETM 10:05 Let's Pretend — CBS
11:00 Wendy Warren News — 10:30 Junior Miss — CBS
11:00 Theatre of Today — CBS
CBS
CeSS.
11:15 Church of Christ—studio 11:30 Broadway Baptists —
Studio
11:30 Helen Trent — CBS
Platters — ETM
Pop
11:45
ETM
—
11:45 Pop Platters
Over Hollywood
Stars
12:00
CBS
12:00 Big Sister —
CBS
CBS
—
Perkins
12:15 Ma
12:30 Give and Take
12:30 World News — Studio
12:45 The Guiding Light —CBS 1:00 County Fair—CBS
1:30 Country Journal — CBS
1:00 Korn Kobblers — ETM
Children Choir — Studio
2:00
CBS
—
Mason
1:15 Perry
2:15 Adventures in Science —
1:30 Nora Drake — CBS
Studio
C139...
1:45 Guiding Touch —
USA —
Cross-Section,
2:30
—CI*
2:00 Young Dr. Malone
CBS
CBS
—
House
2:15 Hilltop
3:00 Dell Trio—CBS
2:30 Rosemary — CBS
Bandstand
Treasury
3:30
2:45 Afternoon Melodies
the Chase—
at
Saturday
4:00
ETM
CBS
CBS
—
Moore
3:00 Gary
4:30 Make way for Youth —
3:30 Matinee Melodies —
CBS
ETM
4:00 Tea Dance Party — ETM 5:00 News from Washington—
CBS
5:15 Sports Hilites — Studio
Hilites — Studio
Sports
5:15
5:3,1 Curt Massey—CBS
BS
Barber—C
Red
5:30
ETM
—
tters
Hi-Ha
5:45
5:45 Larry Leseuer News —
0:00 Local News — Studio
CBS
6:15 Freddy Martin — ETM
Love — CBS
Young
6:00
6:30 Club 15 — CBS
— CBS
Caravan
Camel
6:30
CBS
6:45 Ed Murrow News —
7:00 Gene Autry — CBS
•
7:30 The Goldbergs — CBS
* * *
8:00 Gangbusters — CBS
8:30 Godfrey Digest — CBS
MONDAY NIGHT
9:00 Sing It Again — CBS
10:00 The World Tonight —CBS
7:00 Inner Sanctum — CBS
7:30 Catholic Church — reSUNDA/
mote
6:00 ?Sunrise Serenade
8:00 Lux Theatre — CBS
ETM
900 My Friend Irma — CBS 7:00 The News—CBS
9:30 Bob Hawk — CBS
7:15 Chariot Wheels—CBS
10:00 The World Tonight—CBS 7:30 Sunday School — Stud.c
8:00 Ha,.vkins Qua! et —
** *
Studio
8:30 Morning Melodies —
ETM •
TUESDAY NIGHT
8:45 Gems of Harmony—ETM
7:00 Mystery Theatre — CBS
9:00 Church of Christ —Studio
7:30 The Norths — CBS
9:15 Americana — ETM
8:00 Life with Luigi—CBS
9:30 Church of the Air — CBS
8:30 Escape—CBS
10:00 Albin Jackson News —
9:00 Pursuit
CBS
9:30 Jimmy Dorsey — CBS
t0-05 World Affairs Report ••••.
10:00 World Tonight — CBS
CBS
— ETM
10:15 Cro,=•hy Sin
* * *
10:30 Navy and Marine Show
—ETM
ill
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7.00 Mr. Chameleon
gasoline—designed to give peak performance in
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ging
starts—sur
rabbit
car—jackbring you this great new
present
your
7:30 Dr. Christian — CBS
to get the very best out of
ETM
12:00 Hi-llatters
new No-Nox, you'll get whisper -smooth
new
No-Nox
today!
Grouch° Marx — CBS
the
8:00
with
up
l
today's powerful new engines! With the
gallon—fil
per
miles
of
plenty
d
power—an
Harry Horlick
Presenting
mileage!
12:15
unexcelled
nd
passing—a
8:30 Bing Crosby — CBS
power —thrilling pick-up—quick, safe
—ETM
9:00 Burns & Allen — CBS
Syncopation Piece —
12:30
9:30 Boston Blackie — FT
CBS
10:00 The World -Tonight —CBS 1:00
— Studio
1:30 You Are There — CBS
son
S.
* * *
2:00 New York Philharmonic
CBS
THURSDAY NIGHT
West Ky.' Radio — studio
3:30
4.#
Earn your Vacation —
4:00
7:00 FBI in Peace & War
CBS
7:30 Mr. Keene — CBS
it Rich — CBS
Strike
4:30
CBS
8:00 Suspense —
Husband — CBS
Favorite
5:00
8:30 Crime Photographer
Brooks — CBS
Miss
Our
5:30
9:00 Hallmark Playhouse
Get Gulf's greatest gasoline
— CBS
Benny
Jack
6:00
CBS
— CBS
Andy
'N'
Amos
6:30
drop!
ry
power
1.30 Musical Reverie — CBS
— CBS
McCarthy
Charlie
7:00
.0:00'me World Tonight —CBS
7:30 Red Skelton — CBS
8:00 Meet Corliss Archer—CBS
GULF REFINING
* * *
in
COMPANY
8:30 Horace Heidt — CBS
PRODUCTS
9:00 Contented Hour — CBS
FRIDAY NIGHT
than ever, tool)
better
now
—is
9:30 Dick Jurgens—CBS
gasoline
"regular"
famous
(Good Gulf —our
7:00 Show Goes On — CBS 10:00 The World Tonight—CBS
8:00 Lum 'N' Abner — CBS
St. Louis Cardinal Baseball
8:30 Broadawy Tunes — ET
All Times Central Standard
•
9:00 Rex Allen — CBS
9:30 Capitol Cloakroom—CBS • CBS: Columbia Broadcasting
10:00 The World Tonight —CBS System

• .
- 7o The Class Of Our County Schools
WHEN YOU RECEIVE THAT LONG COVETED DIPLOMA AT
COMMENCEMENT EXERCISES NEXT WEEK YOU WILL STEP
FORTE AS ONE OF THE POTENTIAL LEADERS OF OUR COUNTY. STATE AND NATION..WE ARE PROUD OF EACH OF YOU.
We join your friends and all America in offering you the warm handclasp of welcome and congratulatioas .step forth proudly into a world
that needs youth and leadership, take your place in the parade of sue-
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CONGRATULA1 IONS

buy Chich.ea..... Egig. and
Beef Hides Waided
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96.9 Meg. Channel 245

Belton Produce

I:

crop yields on more level fields.
This reduces the need for growing
clean cultivated row crops on sloping fields, where soil erosion takes
a heavy toll.
"5—By improving our soil fertility, we make it possible to grow
more crops on fewer acres, thus
releasing more land for forestry,
wildlife and recreation.
"6-1ncreased crop yields from
soils of higher fertility increases
the farmer's income. This, in turn,
provides the farmer with money
for installing terraces, grass waterways. gulley control and other conservation practices.
With such a program we not
only save our soils but give strong
aid to the conservation of other resources—forests, wildlife and people," he concluded.

BREWERS P. T. A.
SPONSORS BALL GAME

Friers and Eggs
For Sale

•••••••••••••••••• •••••

- W
.4110)

Prof. Emil Truog, chairman of the
soils department of the University
of Wisconsin.
"Keeping our soils high in mineral nutrients works six ways to
conserve our soils and protect them
from erosion," he declared:
"1—High soil fertility produces a
heavier plant growth that protects
soil from \ shing and blowing.
"2—Heavier plant growth uses
more water from the land. This allows the soil to absorb more rainfall, thereby reducing soil and water losses caused by runoff.
"3—Fertile soil is in better physical shape to take in water from
rainfall. Thus more is stored up for
crops and less runs off.
"4—Higher soil fertility increases

'WIN
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soil fertility is the key
BUILDINv
to soil conservation, declared
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Heavy-yielding barley crop (left) had full feed of nitrogen, phosphate and
potash: plot on right was unfertilised.
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Building Up Fertility is Key to Soil
[STRICTLY BUSINESS
Conservation and Protection from Erosion

flavoitAist
SALTINES

The lesson for the day was
how to conduct a party, and
was given by
Mrs. Nimmo,
Mrs. Crowell, and Mrs. Minter.

LINN FUNERAL HOME

807 North Main

Eudene
Visitors were Miss
Watson, Miss Patsy Thompson.
and Miss Lou Ann Portis.
be
will
The next meeting
Auzie
Mrs.
of
home
held in the
Barnes. May 9 ati 1 o'clock

Bank of Benton

Benton

MEMBER F. D. I. C.

Kentucky

L,IME HAULING
Independent

Quick Delivery On All Orders

Place order with us and save money

1=••

Pay When Delivered

See Us Before You Buy Your Lime
Inquire or leave order at Phillips
Service Station, S. Main St. Benton

CLETE PHILLIPS
Nite Phone 4554
Day Phone 4444
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Reg. 49.95 Harmony House WoolcrOt

Any Purchase Totaling
$20 or More Con Be Bought on
Sears Easy Payment Plan !

9x12 RUGg
88

PEEL AN
'It's Right :
m.un street

NYLONS! NYLONS!LOOK AT THE SAVIN
Clear, first quality nylons with full
fashioned seoms in bock. Curved,
clinging

top-to-foe

fit!

PAINT UP
AND S

Normally Woad
Be Priced At 1.15

Tawny

beige. Spectator, Wild Honey. 61
/
2
to 1 0 1

2

You taint Beat T
PIAVE GREEN BARN,
SHINGLE AND WAREHO
PAINT FOR WOOD ONI.

Reinforced toes and heel.

Easy
Terms

0 l' TSID

$2.45
Seed Packets

Plastic Tackle Box

Thrifty Cross-Country Quality

Eight Roomy Compartments

98c

16 Pockets

Your choice of vegetoble or Rower
**ids at this price. Produce bumper
crops of vegetables, big ROW*ft.

J. C. Higgins ....
4

PAINT AND VARNIS

Wool face axminster rugs in handsome
patterns . . . purchased especially to brin you
low, low pries during Sears Days. Sears usual
low price would be 49.95 for this 9x12-ft size

49c

Ideal for lures, flies, hooks and sinkers.
Transparent lucitie plastic; strong hinge
ond clasp Handy size.

. so take advantage of Sears Days pric s and
pocket your savings.

Ribbed Cuff Anklets
3 pr

77c

IT PAYS TO CHECK WIT

`I Now, Only

Thrift pric•d for savings ot Sao&
Good guolity cotton in white Of
assorted Woshfast colors. 7 to
Ivy now ond saved

Buy On Sears Easy Terms!

Men's Blue Bomaig
peciolly Priced For $soft

Kentucky Lake - An
Visit Our Kentu
fisherman's One Stop Cottages. Boat.,
Contact Local Store .1

Strong lightweight Mee
slached with orange lbspod..
r,vet•d trro
'
,points 11.1140

OUNTR
° STOI
201 S. Third Street

1030')Ililooloteoloof

CR ACTSNIfttl,

Auto Seat Covers

Open End Wrenches

Woter Repellent Hecy fiber

Streamlired for Eosy

Reg

7.95

9.95

brighten your car interior with Allstate
plaid seat covers. Tough-wearing!
Allsrtatie Sallee Site Sea Covers 00 00

6-inch metal stand

one.
Knit Rayon Slip

^a

98c

Craftsman 6-pc. sett Light, yet super
strong. Long handles for beater leverage. Hoof treated steel. % to 1 Ind

1.77

J. C. Higgins 15 Shot .22 Automatic

Sizes 6 to 12 ..

Silky soft ond shimmery smooth
Dointy loce trim
Toilored to
fit you smoothly Sag.% 32 to 40.

With Long-range 4-Power Scope

Gold Bond She.
(.c.,cioyeof Wilt Corded,
Mae. see Sus pros, swirl of Gad
vssadnorisals. frac leo, loollok
Si,•aferes wee *toss. Seen*.

Concrete

Reg.
37.50
348Ea8sy
Terms

NOW BEIN

Some gun is IS shot automatic with long rifle only or smooth bolt

SAVE NOW! COTTON
DRAPERY YARD GOODS

action repooter holding 17 longs or 21 shorts, regulor or high spoilt
4-power scop• with internal windoge and elevation adjustment has
&SW /0-ft- field of view et U
•,
6••

Pitre Linseed Oil
so* Quality Row hew ed Oil
Reg 298 Gal

G., 2.44
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*pm pew goil Orel weft ell 64141111111d
sr road manoo-swobso poles.
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vords. See it, try it today ot Soars

See me before orde

buyer mode o grond scoop! Just Would Cost t• 1.69 yd.
If Not A S iel BeyI
look what you save on fine wash-
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••

Big Kitchen Stool
AN Shull White Enomeledi

88c

Savo al Soars
Ilwro's sr welcome addition to onv
Isbabookl Lags end brace' Amity wadded
--rowadod edges proloct riesling

SPECIAL!
Rog 52c Box

22 Long Rifle Shells
Per

BOX

fast cotton drapery yordoge

144.

'Skimooms'

Fa-

mous floral patterns . . . our Harmony House quality! Blue
green

Located in old B

$

Building around co

Cotton Brood**
Dress Shift

1.00

nell's Mill.

gold,

yar

red 48-in.

Circular knit rayon. with 'Wok
waistband. double fabric smith!
Stporately pockooed In pink,
white Sire' r, to

BEAUTIFY NOW!

Lon
Wide spociscl novelly MB
vet-dyed. Sanforised
fabric shrinkow I V.I.
fusee roller kaff ••• 1411
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,Bent„„
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SPECIAL PURCHASE...3-PC.

Can of Turpentine
Best Quokry at Butt

PrKet

50c
Ma bring pow ow,canialsof to
«.mood
be bows* or a low bob prima.
Reg. 98c Gol

Ikon mobra

Gal.

away lo woe wiestop.

Compare at $150.00

Pad and Cover Sot
Mode to Fit Board Smoothly

2.33

15x54-in. Size
Makes ironing •a fitIlf Dye w S Irisig, Clip
anal, dril canon cover Ats snwsothey Non eselling
o.or, pod woos t hoosp.

Bath Ensemb!e
50
Only 111

Circline Fluorescent

Acid, Stoin-Resistont Enamel

Popular Homorf 1 -It. Fiorre

Bargain Priced

3.60

beady 1-in. ha rd wood,wrioottity rounded.
Chrosso-plotad hardware. Pits oil standard Yowls. Modernise, save nowt

At Sears, lust....

5.88

Designed in unadorned good taste
for kitchen and bath. Sparkling white
holder with 11 in. diameter bulb

Sears Now Can Arrange Complete Installation!

ion Guaranteed or Your'Money Back"-71
.41RoofOw

Paducah

wdbeffaffeliiiii6114
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Brass Base Lamp
Lonventionol lob'. tylo

Reg 595

Pilgrim Too SIN

4.88

Chace of green or
oor slsodos
topping solid braes bass *obi* bony.
Oloodsoraoly srylatel 22 5otio high. A aryl

Fine(wombed w•its
knit into firs beirratt
shirt. /smooth weal re
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f22yta!ntPlan"

Kentucky
323 Broadway

New A

2
soda. Soonlan nil 111
Iwo wad biol. billobr di°•/:
Waspan Gro IIp. la AO

On Sears tiny Terms
Usual carrying gis•rypir.

Hove the bath you've longed for, save money at
Sears. 5-ft. steel tub, white porcelain-enamleled;
vitreous china lavatory, chrome plated faUcet,
plug, china, stopper; vitreous china wash own
toilet with white enameled seat and cover.
n't
miss this buy today at Sears'

I

White Toilet Seat

117

Terry Washcloths

Phone 4940

Next D
t 12th Street

the South China Sea off Luzon.
BENTON ROUTE 5
Philipine Islands, by the SevMrs. Heien Farley
enth Fleet, the nen Air force,
——
Untended for last week)
which is based in the PhilipAs this is Monday morning
As a crew member of the pines, and units of the British
USS
Boxer, Far Eastern Fleet.
again, it is looking like
rain
'rcraft carrier
Before reporting to the Phil- again.
rthus Howard Lane seaman,
SN, son of Mr. and Mrs. Chas. ippines, the Boxer spent a week i Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Champion
Mrs.
Lamb of Benton Route 7, in Pokosuka,
aind. five I and children, Mr. and
Dale Greer and children and
•tidy participated in joint days in Hong Kong.
States-British
Naval
Before entering the Navy in Mr. C. A. Lynn of Madison• ted
May, 1947, he attended Benton vine spent Sunday .at his cabin on the lake.
High School.
On Friday, April 14, friends
gathered at the home of Mrs.
Retha Mathis for a
birthday
shower. Those attending were:
F1RIA LOANS
Mesdames Helen Farley, Let' tic Sweet, Erma Wright, Girtie
Clark,
Roma
Odom, Shelia
I Tubbs, Gurha Hughes, 'Ruby
!- Jones and Lue Anderson.
Those sending presents:
I Mrs. Grace Odom. Miss Marie Odom, Mrs. Mathis received
a lot of beautiful gifts. Lunch
was served, games were played and all had a nice time and
late in the evening all left wishing her many
more happy
birthdays.
Mr. and Mrs' James Greer
spent Sunday with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee Greer: Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Solomon and son
of Paducah spent Sunday with
$ her mother. Mrs. Grace Odom:
Mrs. Gentry Clark and daughter, Lavella.
Saturday
were
evening guests of Mrs. Helen
You ('ain't Beat These PAINT VALUES
Farley; Mr. and Mrs.
Mason
OLIVE GREEN BARN,
Birdsong and son, Perry,. spent
Sunday with .the Hanry Odom
SHINGLE AND WAREHOUSE
TAINT FOR WOOD ONLY
few peoKentucky
OUTSIDE
WHITE
Per
Gal.
FAINT AND VARNISH REMOVER $1.95 gal.

rthus Lane Has
art In Maneuvers

Miss. Society Met
At Baptist Church

session,
After the business
The Woman's Missionary Sothe
gave
First
the
Baptist Mrs. E. D. Davis
Out/ of
Work
At
Press
Church met with Mrs. Hayden program .,The
evening, For God;" also gave a short
Draffen on Tuesday
WMU
State
April 18, with Mrs. Joe Bran- account of the
After
Ky.
Ashland,
at
meeting
don, President, presiding. There
given to
was
meeting
the
this,
and
members
fourteen
were
the
two visitors present. Mesdames a Social hour, during which
and
sandwiches
served
Joe Brandon, J. R. Brandon, 'hostess
George Clark, E. D. Da vns, soft drinks.
Eley,
Hayden Draffen, Della
Pa yJarvis prolific, Neal's
and
Misses Cornelia Draffen
Stull!,
and
Lizzie Hall. Mesd,umes Annie master, Hickory King
Heath
at
Nellon, Fannie Peters. Chester Hybrid seed corn
Co.
Furn.
Provine,
Pomiell, Rollie
Miss Hdwe. &
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Concrete Blocks
NOW BEING MADE

Lake Sunday to fish.
Joe Erwin, Homer Wyatt of
The Rev. Otis Jones filled
Campbelle Mo., Geo. H. Dodd
and Jimmy Case caught one
regular appointment at Union
small mouth bass weighing 4
Ridge Baptist Critic( n, Sunday.
lbs., 2 5 1-2 lb. big mouth bass,
Prayer meeting %%Ss conducted
3 big mouth bass at 2 lbs., 3
by Rev. Frank Travis.
a Riley, 87, were
held at about I 1-2 lbs. and 26 crap• •'
Gurtha' Marth
Mrs. -Tubbs, Mrs.
pie, all being caugh by casting.
Monday
afternoon
Pleasant
at
Hughes and children were SunCase is reported to have
Jimmy
day evening guests of Mrs. Hel- Grove Methodist Church with caught the 4. lb. small mouth.
en Farley; Wayman Farley was the Rev. Harry Williams officiating. assisted by the Rev.
in Paducah, Monday.
If you want
save money
E. G. Childers.
kinds, matInterment was in the church on Furniture of
Rugs.
Oil and
Springs,
tresses,
Funeral
Linn
cemetery, the
HardCook
and
Wood
Stoves
Home was in charge of
arHardware
go
ware,
Heath
to
rangements.
She leaves to mourn her pass- and Furniture Company.
ing, five daughters: Mrs. Mary
Bearden, Bowling Green, Mrs
Lavada Siress. Benton Route 1,
Mrs. Lola Turner, Symsonia.
Miss Dinnie Riley, Miss Bertie
Riley ,both of Benton: five sons
Harve, Coleman. Dewey and
John Riley; on half sister. Mrs
W. B. Brittan Of Mayfield: one
half brother, W. F. Miller of
Paris; 17 grandchildren And 15
great-grandchildren.

•,‘`
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Se me before ordering your blocks
Located in old Blacksmith Shop

:

Bililding- around corner from Dar-

•‘4,
s
,

Weed-ridden pasture (left) had no soil care: thick, lush legume-grass
growth (right) was well fertilized and managed.

by careful planning, management
and adequate fertilization, according to a statement issued here by
the Middle West Soil Improvement
Committee.
The committee cites these steps
suggested by J. L. Haynes, of the
Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station for keeping semi-permanent
grassland acreages in top production for five or six years without reseeding:
Seed well adapted. high-yielding
legumes and grasses. Alfalfa and
ladino clover and brome-grass or
orchard grass make good combinations.
Maintain a high lime level in the
equivAt seeding time
alent of 100 pounds per acre of 20
per cent superphosphate for each
year of expected stand. Thereafter

Our Old

Age Hospital

top-dress pastures each year with
generous amounts of phosphate and
potash. On most farms. 300 to 400
pounds per acre of 0-9-27, 0-10-20 or
0-20-20 will keep legume stands
thick and vigorous.
Maintain the life and palatability of pasture with good grazing
management. Avoid overgrazing.
Don't let cattle graze on one field
for too long a period.
Divide pastures into small fenced
paddocks so that most of the forage
in any given paddock will be eaten
within 10 days or less—at the rate
of an acre for each 5 or 6 cows in
the herd.
Harvest as grass silage the sun.
plus forage in paddocks not used in
the lush spring season. These harvested „paddocks can later be inchided in the regular grazing se.
quence with spring grazed pad
docks.

policy, which

has

limit, will be changed May I to age 58.
St
St

Reuben Redden

•
•

Benton

Kentucky

'F sou were asked the question,
"Are Von happy?" could you
aossvcr with an emphatic
"les," Or would you have to admit that for you happiness is like
a pendulum swinging back and
fort h, ad va;icing and receding?
The pursuit of happiness has always been a focus of human endeavor. In one way or another
people try to attain it, but because
they do not understand its true
nature, they fail to find any lasting contentment. Too often, the
human concept of it is weighted
flown with a desire for material
possessions, accompanied by the
double-barreled fear of not obtaining them and of losing them.
The real essence of happiness
is spiritual. Mary Baker Eddy,the
Discoverer and Founder of Christian Science, says of it in "Science Had Health with Key to the
Scriptures" (p. 57): "Happiness is
spiritual, born of Truth and Love.
It is unselfish; therefore it cannot
exist alone, but requires all mankind to share it."
Happiness arises, then, from
sharing the blessings which divine
Love bestows so abundantly upon
all. It can never be the result of
acquiring material things, nor is it
found only through success in human accomplishment. To those
who were concerned over their
physical needs and possessions,
the great Teacher, Christ Jesus,
said (Mathiew 6:33), "Seek ye
first the kingdom of God, and his
righteousness; and all these things
shall be added unto you." . . .
Because happiness is a mental
state, it is not dependent upon
and cannot be affected by any material circumstances. It is not a
static condition, but involves activity. In proportion as a sense of
self and self-seeking is put off,
happiness is won. Self-love must
be obliterated, and a broad, universal love for God and man must
be gained. Human will needs to
be relinquished, and God's will
obe)ed. These qualifications would
seem to indicate a great deal of
self-sacrifice in order to obtain
happiness, but the sacrifice is only
of a false sense of self, which is
replaced by the real individuality
of imin as God's image. As this
true concept of man is understood,
the factors which contribute to
human contentment—companionship, home, health, abundance—
are manifested.
In those nine statements in his
Sermon on the Mount which have
come to be known as the Beatitudes (Matthew 5:3-12 1, Christ
Jesus has given a clear pattern
for the achievement of happiness.
For example, the third beatitude
is, "Blessed For happy] are the
meek : for they shall inherit the
earth." Meekness, free from pride,
possessiveness, and false ambition,
includes a grateful sense of appreciation for all the Soul-expressing beauty surrounding us, for
countless glories of earth and sky,
which everyone can share and
love.
Or the fifth beatitude: "Blessed
are the merciful: for they shall
obtain mercy." Mercy, compas•
sion,consideration, kindness, love,
generosity—these qualities are reflected back in the measure that
they are unselfishly expressed....
Balminess is the result of right
motives, right thinking, and right
acting. It is a i ealiiation I if man's
true purpilSe. NS 1111.11 IS CI MSlant I y
to express God and His goodness.
... —The Chriatiaa 6cience Month,/

INSURE NOW—TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
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Opening Soon
A New And Modern Place, Serving
That Delicious,Frozen,Dairy-r Custard
And The Finest Sandwiches To Be
Had.
Bill Butler & Gene Cordon Props.
Next Door To Butler's Grocery.

MARSHALL COUNTY FAIR
AUGUST 9, 10, 11, 1950.

VERLIE REEDER
JEWELER
Line of Watches, Watch-bands, etc.
LOCATED OVER
BENTON

CRAWFORD-FERGERSON STORE
KENTUCKY

STORY
'one'and His Band
Little Band In The Land"
11 Be At The

1
ASTURES just "don't stay good."
PThey
have to be kept that way

Insurance Agency

Puneral Services
For Mrs. Riley At
Pleasant Grove

;
‘
'

0

Ges.""itas

The 1950 season opens Sunday with the Lions playing hosts to the Pittsburg MetalIturgical
team of Calvert City. This scene shows some action two seasons ago and also shows a small portion of big crowds that turn out to boost the Lions. The Lions are reported as much improved
this year. stronger at the plate and stronger defensively also.
1

Pastures 'Don't Just Stay Goed'; Need
Planning, Management and Fertilization

Kentucky Lake — America's New Playground
Visit Our Kentucky Lake Division
Fisherman's One Stop — Kentucky Lake Airport
Cottages, Boats, Bait, Supplies
Contact Local Store For Further Information

Ruby Wade, Mrs. Gorda Hastings, Misses Anti Cole Hurd,
and Joyce Wilcox.

1402 Union
y.
Y NIGHT APRIL 28
VER CHARGE

B.F.Goodri h Tire with extra deep cleats
pulls my timcgg loose soil, sand, sticky mud!
Heavy rains won't bog you down with a pair

of these B. F. Goodrich tires On your rear wheels.
Cleats are extra deep —'
-early 20% deeper than
ordinary tire treads. They gi e you a tractor-like
pull. They'r self-cleaning, to.
Notice the twi--•trip center riding bar — it cuts
down road pouty) gives you longer wear.
Play it safe —stop in for a pair of these B. F.
Goodrich tires. Put them on your car today.

Dal
1005 Main St.

(Jaybird) LeNeave
Benton, Ky.

Phone 3951

B.F.Croodrie
FIRST IN RUBBER

TRIBUNE-DEN1OCRAT,

Benton, Kentucky
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Comel
Answers
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ore B'ble
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Window Exhibit At
tWestern Auto Store
in ,,bservance of National

imittint
••

Room

New Designs for
Summer Living Comfort
You don't have to watch the barometer to
know that sunny days are lust around the
corner. One look at our cozy, colorful summer furniture will have you clearing your
porch or patio for action! From antique
wrought iron to exotic rat' '
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the ion of all living — the fowls
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We offer hee another list
of the answer to the Bible
Riddle published by the Tribune. On page two may be
found the Tribune's answer,
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readers answers left over frqm
last week that are offering as
many more today as possible.
we are sorrf that all could
not be used:

BEN TON

COMING
ONE DAY ONLY
Thurs.„May 18

Daily, 2-8 pm
Under Big Tent—
th,..4 CITY PARK LOT

"I'lk First Big Circus In
a
YEARS

ex** Sponsored by Lions
Club - Community
Building Fund
Pm'

..WE IN COMFORT
THIS SUMMER—
A colorful grouping designed to glorify
your porch for summer days' Prepare
now for those sultry days to come.
Glider, chaise, metol table, umbrella
and chair at prices below.

MAKE YOUR SELECTION EARLY
3-Seat All Metal Glider—$2.3.95
Metal Cocktail Server Table—$3.95

COMFORTABLE ALL STEEL PORCH

$27.50
$19.75
$11.95
$35.00
$19.95

Umbrella
Chaise Longue
Metal Table
3-Cushion GI,der
2 Seat Glider

HORNE !IRO'S

4

NAIns

abs.4

EXTRA VALUE
AT THIS LOW PRICE

CIRCUS
America's Largest
One Ring - Trained
Animal - Old
Fashioned Cirrus

STURDY BUILT OF SMOOTH STEEL
Slats fit close together for comfort and extra spring
edge on front. Select your choice of colors. Red, green
and yellow.

Your Leading TR CK BUY...
whatever your h uling need!

A LARGE SELECTION OF ALL STEEL FURNITURE
Spring-Steel
Settee

Choice Colors

Performance Leaders

Red - Green

$17."

Yellow

Pull-away power plus amazing economy puts Chevrolet P•1 trucks in a class by themselves! You get

STRAIGHT
CHAIR

$8,95
ROCKER

$9.95

A's

BACK TO PRE-WAR
PRICES
NOW
Adults
Children
Tax Included
Section For Colored

KENTU
Now/A1
. 7 LA ii

Payload Leaders

LV

r

Outstanding for payloads, too! Chevrolet P•L trucks
feature low operating costs per ton per mile. Rugged

SPRING STEEL
3-SEAT GLIDER

Advance-Design construction cuts running and repsir
costs . . . lets you deliver the goods with real reductions in operating expenses.

Choice Colors

•

Popularity Leaders

Red - Green

SPRING STEEL
CHAIR GLIDER

GOOD. CLEAN. WHOLESOME
FUN AND AMUSEMENT FOR
ALL AGES

and high acceleration to cut down total trip time.

II

men.
narir'

Elephants — floss n. —
Acrobats — Aerialists —
Pretty Girls — Trained
Horses — Ponies — Dogs
— Monkeys

Why take less than the best? Why pay owesial
Advance-Design trucks offer the fullest Mill
at lower cost? You get real load-moving pewit
trucks and top payloads and extra comfei$uud
plus all-around savings! And when it comes ki
needs, remember this: There's a Chevrelel WI'
hauling job—scores of rugged, ready-*01e ail
now—and look over America's lassfuglesi

high power over a wid• range •f usable rood speeds—

Loan
rstacl
roun
to m

Yellow

Tues. - Wed. - Thurs., .
"YOU'RE MY EVE
Dan Dailey. Anne

Final and official 1949 registrations show
that In
every State in the Union more people bought
Chevrolet
trucks than any other make. In total, Chevrolet
trucks
were preferred over the next two makes
combined.....

$23."

"
$124

Friday - Saturdap. 4

Convincing proof of greater owner
satisfaction.

KROGER SAIl •rrir

For a Lovelier S-pot
for Summer Entertaining

S JOSSIY

renew

IF

'The
You're money ahead when you buy
Chevrolet trucks!

Dine out with wrought iron!
Goy, sophisticated
antique
styling. Artfully styled table
and four chairs. Weather-resistant finish.

Chevrolet's new lower
prices—outstandingly low cost
of operation and upkeep—and high
trade-in value, all
odd up to the lowest price for you.

S.

lizkilvesi• • Cost of 3,000

Tit 11EITIII STIP MI Till

:1.*Irrr

5 Piece Set

Square Table
4 Choirs
}..t .—i.L.L.—___;._ i...._

q49.5C

RHODES
B 11GO.
l'a

PADUCAH-MAYFIELD
FREE DELIVERY WITHIN 100
MILES

U

1.1. 1...._...... ,-...a. t

1- i-----

4.1.1.............4.3........_

f..:

FAR AHEAD WITH THESE PLUS FEATURES
• TWO GREAT VALVE-IN-HEAD
ENGINES:
e new 105-h p. toad -Master end the
improved 92 h.p Thrift-Master—to give you
eater power per goilon, lower cost per
load • THE NEW POWER-JET
CAR,BURETOR: s °other, quicker acceleration
response •
DIAPHRAGM SPRING CLUTCH for_•asy-oction
naocitinlizni • SYNCHROMESH TRANSMISSIONS for fast, smooth shifting • HYPOID R
AR AXLES-5 times moi• durable than
Spiral bevel type •
DOUBLE-ARTICULA1E0 RAKES —foe complete driver
control •
WIDE-BASE WHEELS for increased tire
mileage • ADVANCE-DESIGN SIYLING with the
"Cab that Breathes" • BALL-TYPE
S1EER1N
for easier landi.rg •
BODIES --precis on twill.

Li__
...5-PIECE ROUNDTABLE, 4 CHAIRS

$198.50

Odd Chairs

$11.95

Odd Chairs

$19.95

Phillips Chevrolet Co.

1207 Main Street

Benton, Ky.

Sunday • Monday, April
LADY TAKES A
Jane Wyman - Denni
Tuesday - Wednesday,
RAMROD
Joel McCrea - Veron
Preston Foste
Thursday- Friday,
LAUGH TIM
Composed of Twl Parts:
Part 1: "Who 1:i1led Doel
Part 2: "Here Comes Pro

lpril 28, 1950
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COMING
ONE DAY ONLY
Thurs., May 18

First Big Circus In
YEARS

I am sure that the answer
to your riddle published in the
April 14 issue is a Whale. My
reasons are that the whale was
made before Adam, and Adam
gave the whale its name, of
course the whale had no soul
and was wihout legs or arms
or feet, it does not appear on
the earth for the water is its
nlace of habitation. God put a
living soul in the whale when
it swallowed Jonah, then after
nights.
three days and three
the Lord spoke to the fish and
it vomited out Jonah upon the
dry land, then the whale was
void of a living soul, then it
was the same as when first
made. To fallen man I give
great light. Thousands of people, young and old, will by my
death great light behold, this
has reference to the Eskimos
people.,
other
and
northern
using whale oil for light, also
for food.
The Scripture he cannot believe because he has no reasoning power, its name is found
in the Scriptures, Matthew 1240. He will not fear death or
enjoy real happiness, because
he does not have. the capacity
to think and reason along these
lines because it has no soul.
I shall wait for correct an-

Wheat Ridge, Colo.
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America's Largest
One Ring - Trained
Animal - Old
Fashioned Circus

Loans up to $300
made in all surrounding. tow-ns
to men and women. Single or
Married.

'ors frnm Oklahoma, Kansas,
Louisiana and Ari.iiina.
Dr. Pace went to Seminole in
1930 and was first affiliated
with Dr. J. N. Harber, but in
March 1937 he formed a partnership with Dr. Chambers and
the Pace-Chambers clinic came
into being.

Artelle Haltom, Benton Rt.
I, is in the process of building
a new ranch type house. Like
most builders of new homes,
Mr. Haltom ;has problems, not
the least of which is how to
set floor joists in concrete and
not be troubled in the future
with termites and fungus. He
414
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problem
has solved this
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size
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cutting
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she found from her invalidism
market including creosote, pen- which she endured for the past
tochlorophenal and copper na- six years, what a vacancy is
pthenate that will prolong the left at her passing. We extend
1 i fe of wood by discouraging our sympathy to her manly
rot and insect damage. Timbers sons and her beloved daughters,
in contact with the soil and in grandchildren and friends.
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damp places‘ should be treated
Mrs. Andrew Smith
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Mr.
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both walking
preservative of the Grove are
ing with a good
the aid of a cane these
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May. The
The senior class of Hardin in the month of
High School will present their Rudd's plan a reunion at that
class play, "Always in Trou- time.
Friends gathered at the home
"Let's have a party" was the
ble," Friday night, April 28 at
The Bowden's had a reunion
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jorie Lee, Mildred Mardis, 'Nell ing with me the possibility
and day, your money
Faye Chumbler,
will be in the home of Mrs. Mullinix, Alice
Miller. Darwin Lee. Billie Lov- a black -top highway
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s and Carolyn
will be safeguarded.
Loman Dotson, May 16 at 10 Charlote Meadow
ett, Joe Mathis, Charles Mor- by Fred's store. Last news I ha
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posed to run, See.
The public is invited to atMr. and Mrs. Bill Stone.
tend all of these programs
Route 3, were called to Detro
last week to be at the be
BENTON, KENTUCKY
side of their son, James Ha
MS 817
Stone, who is quite ill.
2 Shows Daily, 7:00 & 9:00 P. M.
Sunday Shows. I:30. 3:30 P. M. & Nite
Saturday continuous showing after 11:00 A. M

SEED

CORN

Ugh In Quality, Low in Price
Princeton, Indiana Hybrfd
Seed Corn

Benton, Ky. Rt. 2

On Benton--Oak Level Road

Maplesprings Club Housewarnzing Is
Held For Mr. and
Very truly, Met At The Home
H. 0. Coffman
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Senior Class At
Hardin High To
Have Class Play

Bank of Marshall County

Elephants — Clowns —
Acrobats — Aerialists —
Pretty Girls — Trained
Horses — Ponies — Does
— Monkeys
IS whist
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WHY, PRUOENCEr WHAT EVER
GIVES YOU THE /DEA THAT PM
A MARRIED MAN

l

there
Pace- Chambers clinic
Monday
died the prereedins
following a heart attack.
Survivors besides the sister,
wife,
Mrs. Riley, include his
Peat Pace, one son,
Pearl
Mrs.
Funeral services were held Dr. Eugene Pace. one brother,
at the Church of Christ in E. E. Pace. Listed
amongst
Seminole, Okla., last week for honorary pallbearers were docDr. Lloyd R. Pace. brother of
Mrs. Harve Riley of Benton.
Dr. Pace, a partner in the

Dr. Lloyd R. Pace
Rites Held At
Seminole, Okla.

MOVIES A RE BETTER THAN EVER

GOOD, CLEAN, WHOLESOME
FUN AND AMUSEMENT FOR
ALL AGES

-

BACK TO PRE-WAR
PRICES
— N 0 W —
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ROUGH and

1.4.7codica•••
506 Wed Main St.
'Manay's FRIENDLY

Phone 1180
Loon Spence

1.1a.
. sei.aesaiet.•

vritkr.10101.11001AK
SYDNEY GREENSTREET • WW1

Saturday Only, April 29

.oVENTURE-PLUSI

Tues. • Wed. - Thurs., April 25-26-27
"YOU'RE MY EVERYTHING"
Dan Dailey. Anne Baxter

_
MAI'
SUNDAY - MONDAY, APRIL 311
Monday Trade Day Matinee at 140 & 3:00

Friday - Saturdap. Anril 28- 29

Color

53 Bible foilroos • Cost of 3,000

T11 11E11E11 MIT EllEll Till

1
Sunday - Monday, April 30 - May
LADY TAKES A SAILOR
Jane Wyman - Dennis Morgan
Tuesday- Wednesday, May 2. 3
RAMROD
Joel McCrea - Veronica Lake
Preston Foster
Thursday- Friday, May 4 - 5
LAUGH TIME
Composed of Twl Parte:
n"
Part I: "Who 1:illed Dock Robi
Part 2: "Here Comes Trouble"

IT WAS SUCH A
QUO WEDDING
...UNTIL THE
STORK
ARRIVED!
P.

Robert

YOUNG • Barbara HALE
AND

IfØ.BABY
MAKES THREE

EANING TIME IS
NEW FURNITURE TIME
Living Room uites, Bed Room Suites, Dining Room
Suites, Studi Couches, Dinettes, Perfection Oil
Stoves, Elec rid Stoves, Electric Refrigerators,
Washing Mac ines, Coal and Wood Ranges—Everything For Yo 1' Home including all Electric Appliances.
FOR FAR AND GARDEN SUPPLIES
Garden Fence Barb Wire, Field Fence, Garden Seed.
Field Seed, roadbent Hybrid secd corn, Hoes,
Rakes, Cultiv tors, Plows, Fertilizer, Farm and Repair Tools.
Floor overings, Rugs and Linoleums
Buy Your Screen Wire Now—We Have it.

_,-111
.ttk
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Calvert Theatre Sunday & Monday

Brazeel News
By

Laverne

KENTUCKY LAKE DRIVE-IN
Friday - Saturday, April 28 - 29

Thweatt

What a day
. it's real'y
sprinl now, I have the spring
fever. "I'm just sitting
here
wishing I could go fishing."
over the way—if only
Aunt
Annie Edwards was here I'm
sure she would like to go —
with me. I'll have to make this
letter short, it's almost
mail
time, and he might not wait
for me to write a book.
Happy birthday to Aunt Ethe
Smith who has a birthday
day, Tuesday. They surprised
her Sunday wits a dinner P !so happy birthday to Aunt Annie Edwards who had one a
few days ago, and to Judy
Shephard. too.
On with the visiting: Mr. and
Mrs. Avery McManus visited Mr
Jamas Courtland and Beverly Tyler ia a scans from the
and Mrs. James Hamlet Saturtecimicsior outdoor drama "Palomino."
day night. Mr. and Mrs. .1a-k
Harrison and Mr. and
Mrs.
Avery MeManus visited us on
and assignments to the club Sunday night.
Had a great big time Sunday
on what to bring to the next
up at the Albert Dowdy's and
meeting.
James Shephard's home, sure
The club committee reoprted
had a good
dinner, Pauline
having painted nine mail boxes.
sure can make good pies. I ate
Mrs. Stella Fiser was hostess
The recreational period was
so much I haven't wanted anyto the Palma
Homemakers spent playing games with Mrs.
thing since.
Club at their • regular
April Sid Walker, Mrs. Cetil Allen
Get well wishes to Mr. and
meeting.
'and Stella Fiser winning prizMrs
Richard Castleman, who
Miss Jaunita Forster, Presi- es.
are
both
on the sick list. Also
dent, conducted the
business
The next meeting was an- to Mrs Lucy Groves who
is in
session. Miss Sunshine Colley. nounced as
May 19 and will be the hospital.
home
demonstration
agent,' at the home of Miss Jaunita
Mr. and Mrs. Bart Ivey vismade
several
announcements Forester.
ited Mr. and Mrs. James Hamlet Tuesday.
People have just about quit
visit
ing since it's got
pretty
WE ARE NOT
DEPENDABLE
weat
her
wher
e
they
can
Viir
work.
Trea
tmen
t
0
SATISFIED
Everybody is busy so be seeMERC
HAND
ISE:
Fine Goods
ing you next week.
UNLESS WE
RELI
ABLE
Money Savings
"A splendid performance by the child star and a very unusual
SATISFY YOU
SERVICE
picture. The simplicity and dramatization of the Life of Christ
The Store for Everybody
is so well done. The lesson the story teaches will leave, a lasting
, For q uick, delightfully comforting help for impression on
eryone. It is a splendid contribution to our
*; aches and pains of Rheumatism, Arthritis,
`t Neuritis, Lumbago, Sciatica, or Neuralgia try Christian life and its showing should do much to encourage the
romind. Works through the blood. First dose
usually starts alleviating pain so you can peace on earth ....
Telephone 3041
Benton, Kentucky
work, enjoy life and sleep more comfortably.
Hon. Bo)d E. Golder,
j (let Remind at druggist today. Quick, complete satisfactioo or money back guaranteed
NI.i.or, ('it'. Utica. N. I'.

is Trimble H"
Horne Bros. Circus Elv
CARD
Registered Rull
C

Telephone 46

tati*

am•.

Money To Loat

ilrs. Stella riser
Is Hostess To
The Palma Club

1

Arthritis Pain

F

Bailey Hardware & Furniture Co.

k

Need Well-Balanced
Nutrient Supply to
Maintain High Yields

ARE YOU AN

"Was a nervous wreck
From agonizing pain
until I found Pazo!
says Mrs. A. W.,San Anto
nio, Texas

Now $14.95

Speed amazing relief front miseri
simple piles, with soothing l'azo* es of
! Acts
to relieve pain, itching trictonliy—
inflamed tissues—lubricates dry,soothes
ened parts—helps prevent cracking.hardness—reduce swelling. You get real sorecomforting help. Don't suffer needle
ss torture
From simple piles. Get Pazo for fast,
wonderful relief. Ask your docto
about it.
Suppository form—also tubesr with
perforated pile pipe for easy applic
ation.

Only $9.95

Best Quality Regular $35 Sue
de Toppers .... $24.95
Claussners Blueridge $1.19
irregulars .... Now 99c
Good Quality Chambray 49c 30 square print, yd. 39c
Window Curtains

s

*Pea (Xistvatelend Supperi

torees )!)

Per Pair $1.98 to $4.95

Top Grade Awning Cloth
and Bed Ticking, yd. 59c
Men's Work Shoes
$3.50 - $4.95 - $5.95 & $6.95
36 Inch Wide Selvage House
Canvass .... per yd. 9e
Heavy Tan Twill or Light Wei
ght
Shantung Pants
$2.98
Men's Summer Weight Suits
. $22.95 to $28.54

MORGAN'S
(Thomas Morgan)
Benton
Kentucky
••••..amosignomir•011oombes.....mbe

lE1110.0411.041.10•4MMIN.QM.INIOWIN

D,00.

QM.
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When In Padu
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LASTING al

An impro%cd unt fele
tolilliag
that you hat s' anted torMoor
Resists wear belief —sad a long use.
ter gloss Oilers
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to alkalis, acids superioils.
Easy so
apply,too — both firand
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ideal for recreation rooms
,
baseme
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trete Floor I naniel today.

LONG CONCRETE(

Phone 17:)1

Morgan's Specials
Ladies' Spring Gabardine Coa
ts
Toppers in Tweed or Worsteds

Bent uti

On All Valuables
BUY Your Jewelry
from Us
Arid Save 50". or N.
o anything of Value.
Unredeemed
Expert Watch Repairs
GuaranikraDdiambonds, Watches, Pistols, Lugga
Watch Repairing—All Work (a
itlei: man

They are rapidly forgi g
the h ont in this line. avers
Miss Velda Laurish, wh
has
just trained her part tent: r pet
y14.'41:1111 ROSEMARY •
In all ,
orts of diffictil elevhant performances. A ta. k reeiiiring; patience and per -ever:ince, and a close, eonti uous
stuy of the nature of ea( h individird :i111111:.1. After a lapse
of half a century the pe form ance as perfectly as if b it 24
1
hours had gone he
"There
are
two
d stinct
species of elephants. The Asiatic differs from the Al Aran.
not only in its greater 517 and
in the characteristics of
the
teeth and skull, hut also
the
comparative small form o the
eays. The intelligence of the
I ormer
lass is greater, too,
than, that of the African b de."
Miss Velda Laurish's
hief
claim to fame as an ele hant
trainer lits in the terpsichorean
ability of the
AINTAINING high crop yields
herd
she
In Memory of James M. Camp- •1 I year after
orks
With surprising
year depends on
- kill
bell
getting and keeping a well-balanced they dance • the Carioca
and
supply of nutrients in a soil well the Continental.
THE OPEN DOOR
conditioned with organic matter, deYeah, our old friend the eleYou, my son.
clared the Middle West Soil Im- phant is surely going
plac s.
Have shown me God.
provement Committee in a recent
The elephants are but a part
Your kiss upon my cheek
statement.
of the traveling university of
Has made me feel the gentle
"No one element is the sole an- natural
history.
touch
swer to high production over exGrea
t
stars
from
foreign
Of Him who leads us on.
tended periods." says the statecountries, the respective chamThe memory of
your
smile, ment. "It is true that some soil for pions in
the gigantic display
a time gives startling responses to
when young,
of arenic numbers. The trained
one
eleme
nt.
But
the
reason for this
Reveals His face,
horse displays are headed by
As mellowing years come on is that such soil is deficient in that Cap.t
Ns
Mat Laurish, acknowledg- NZ
one
eleme
nt, while well itocked
apace.
ed
to
be the greatest trainer
with others.
And when you went before,
of all time.
-Tak
e,
for
insta
nce,
a
soil
lackYou left the gates of Heaven
Horne
ing in potash. As soon as potash is
Bros.
Circus,
1950
ajar
added, the crop response is tremen- version of circus thrills and
That I might glimpse,
dous. But continued additions of spectacles this year presents,
as
Approaching from afar,
potash alone will soon pull down a prelude to the circu
s perThe glories of His grace.
formance, a gloriously enchantHold son, my hand,
ing and stupendous spectacle
Guide me along the path.
entitled "Alice in Wonderland"
That, coming
a gorgeous fiesta, is unfolded.
I may stumble not,
To those who love fairy lore,
Nor roam,
brilliancy,
gorgeousness
and
Nor fail to show the way
beauty the glories of any
specWhich leads us home.
tacle yet staged by this circu
s.
Grace Coolidge
Horne Bros. Circus comes
to
Benton sponsore by the
In memory of a son who was
Benton Lions Club for two
killed in World War II.
performances, both afternoon
and
READ THE TRIBUNE
night on the City Park
show
THE MARKET PLACE OF
grounds, Thursday, May
18.
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You Ca
Cleaners
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New Feature
We will Hand Wash and H
Yow Summer WASH D
(Starch if Desired).

Fact Finding Boards op
Same Quality of Work As All have said these demo
Maintained,

50c

production.

MARSHALL COUNTY FAIR
AUGUST 9, 10, 11, 1950.

Till MA

Don't les .cleghtng, wheezing, recurr
ing attack* of BronctUal Asthm
a ruin sleep and
euerry without trying klirlI
DA00, 'which
worts thru the
to reach bronch
ial
tlbes and lungs blood helps
xi
m‘tre
Quickly
remove thick. aticiy
allevi.ite..
coughing and aids freer breathTin.;
tne and better
sleep. Cart IdTIN
fro druine.st. Male.
faction or money DACO
back gua nteed

ANNOUNCEMENT
Dr. PAT WARREN

EJEC
fmr THE

Important Notice to Farmers

Will be in Calvert City
Fvery Thursday in the
rear
)( Cendelman's

NOTICE
The following offices wil
l be closed
Thursday afternoons,
beginning
May 4, 1950
County Court Clerk
Circuit Court Clerk
County Agent
County School Sup
erintendent
To.x.Commissioner
C,)unty Attorney
County Health Dep
artment

Now the Firemen's
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to compel the railroads
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The Tribune-Democra
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When In Paducah
Buy From
BEYERS HARDWARE

Riek man

131 South 3rd Pacluach

Hardware - Paints - Records
- Notions - Wallpaper -

Money to Loan
anything of Value. Unredeemed Pledges for sale.
Diamonds, Watches, Pistols, Luggage and Radios
Watch Repairing—All Work Guaranteed

Paducah

see Us Before You Buy.
210 B'way

Phone Ul

erybody
es

G CONCRETE
Benton,

e Freshest Bread
You Can Buy

enton Cleaners

For Residential & Commercial
WIRING
And Complete
ELECTRIC SERVICE
— See or Call —
BARNETT
Electric and Refrigeration
Telephone 25
Highway 98 at 95, Hardin, Ky.
AUTOMOBILE AUCTION
EVERY THURSDAY 11 o'clock
Everybody Can Sell
Only Dealers Can Buy
No Charge to Dealers
To Individuals $3 00 to Register
To Register.
A $10.00 Fee for Selling
FRED BROWN AUTO
AUCTION COMPANY
2240-46 Bridge Street
Phone 4843W or 193
Paducah

NOTICE
The Marsliall County Board of
Education will accept bids for
a 38-paasenger school bus, on
Saturday, May 61 at 10:00 a. m.
Specifications may be obtained
at tbe County Superintendent's
office. The noard reserves the
right to reject any and ell bids.
Signed: Holland Rose,
Board of Education.
Superintendent of
Marshall County

New Feature

SIDEREll TIVIC
EJECTED
THER gun

Fact Finding Boards appointed by Presidents Roosevelt and Truman
have said these demands were "devoid of merit" and they were

Now the Firemen's leaders seek to paralyze railroad transportation
to compel the railroads to employ a wholly un.lecessary addonal
fireman to ride on diesel locomotives. This scheme is plair

to Farmers
line Democrat
ders today for

Strawberry
Tickets
aid they will be ready

he
4 Democrat
-

oe the Firemen's union have
a nationwide strike starting with
great railroads on April 26. These
ads are the New York Central, Penn•ania, Santa Fe. and Southern.
he union claim that a second fireman
eded on grounds of safety is sheer
nay. Safety has been dragged into
dispute only in an unsuccessful t frort
lye a cloak of respectability to vitiour
-bedding demands.
a careful study of the'hrst. derna !s of this union, a Pre4identia1 Fact
FilOing Board on May 21, 1943, reported
to*iwident Roosevelt that there was no
d for an extra fireman on dieme;
motiveq.
, gain, on September 19, 1949., after a
aernd hearing on the union leaders' demand., a second Board reported to Presi(Lila Truman that: "there presently exists
for an additional fireman ... upon
r the ground of safety or that of
ncy and ee'morny of operation."
DERS

fter
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Dear Frieno:
Pleese find below, a possible
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
answer to the Bible Riddle of
F. M. Crocker.
Sealed proposals for the furDuring the fifth day of creatnishing of labor and materials
God created the Great
ion,
for the construction of the proThe Calvert City nomemakposed Muni ioal building will ers Club met in the Home Ec- whales and every living creatbe received by the City Clerk onomics room at the school with ure that moveth, which the
of the. City of Benton, Ken- the president, Mrs. J. M. Solo- waters brought forth abundanttucky until 7:00 P. M. May 1, mon, conducting the business ly, and He gave to the fishes
the seas for habitation.
1950 and will be immediately session.
opened and publicly read.
This wrq before God created
recreationEgner,
L.
Mrs. L.
Copies of the drawings and al leader, led the devotional. man in His Image and Likeprevailing The lesson "Getting ready for a ness. Though the whales were
and
specificationl
given Gentlemen:
wage scale may be obtained party" was given by Mrs. W. mammals, they
were
from Perry soster at 1410 Pop- B. Elam and Mrs. Egner.
I am not a subscriber to
bodies without arms. legs or
chance the
lar Street, Benton, Kentucky
Miss Sunshine Colley, home feet. However there was one your paper. but by
way. I
my
came
riddle
on or after April, 15 1950.
occassBible
demonstration agent, led the exception and on this
Each bid is to be accompan- discussion on the programs for ion there was one great fish like it very much, and believe
ied by a certified check or bid the coming months.
that possessed a soul for three I have the answer.
animslq,
created the
bond executed by the bidder
Mrs. Horace Barnes, Mrs. days and three nights, Jonah 1: God
and a Surety Company licens- Lewis E. Wallace, Mrs. J. W. 15 Az 17. "So they took up fowls, and fish before He cregave to
ed to operate in the State of Shelton, Mrs. Pearl Smith, and Jonah and cast him forth into ated Adam. Adam
a
prepared
Kentucky in the sum of 5, Mrs. C. S. Devine were enroll- the sea. Now The Lord had them names. God
swallow
to
The
(whale)
bid.
of
the
of the amount
prepared a great fish to swol- great fish
ed as new members.
He took
bond is required as a guaranThose present were: Mes- low Jonah. , And Jonah was in Jonah (a living soul).
tee that if the bid is accepted, dames L. L. Egner, W. B. Elam, the belly of the fish three days Jonah from the fish and sent
a contract will be entered into J. M. Solomon, G. W. Lofton, and
nights". Though him to Nineva, and the fish
three
Naturally
proof
it
the
and
performance
J. C. Lindsey, Herman Ham- whales do not have souls of saw Jonah no more.
the
know
cannot
Perly secured.
whale
mer, J. A. Howard, C. E. At- their own, this great fish did the
Hell,
to
go
nor
WITHDRAWAL OF BIDS:
Scriptures,
time.
short
for
a
a
soul
nip, Claude Dee, Loyd Flora, possess
Unless co trary to statutes of Ervin Barnes, D. W. Story,
Whale oil was used in anci- Heaven, or the Grave. At its
bidno
Kentucky.
o
the State
Neuman ent time to make torches and death its oil is used to give
McLemore,
Buford
der may w thdraw a bid sub- King, Charles Vasseur, H. H. lamps for light. Job. 41; 18-19, light to men. True it has neithmitted, for a period of thirty Kunnecke, Horace Barnes. Lew- we find, "By his blessings a er hands. arms, legs or feet,
e date set for the is E. Wallace. J. W. Skelton, light doth shine and his eyes feet, but travels the waters
days after
,bids.
uch
of
opening
Pearl Smith, C. S. Devine, J. are like the eyelids of the from pole to pole.
Sincerely,
The right is reserved to re- R. Hoover, and Misses Mamie morning. Out of his mouth go
Hayden
Ida
Mrs.
ject any or all bids.
of
sparks
and
lamps
Johnson and Sunshine Colley. burning
Joe Williams, The next meeting is schedCity Clerk. uled to be held in the home of
a14-28c.
Mrs. L. L. Egner, May 8 at

MALE HELP WANTED
Reliable man with car wanted to call on farmers in Marshall County. Wonderful opportunity. $15 to$20 in a day.
No experience or capital required. Permanent. Write toFemale. white. lemon
day. McNESS COMPANY, Dept. LOST:
Hound. Lost between
Fox
apr21-28p spots.
A, Freeport, Ill.
Tatumsville and Access Road
FOR SALE: Registered Spotted on Lake. Wearing collar bearpigs. ing name of Bill Mitchell, KutPoland China Sow and
Also good open gilts and boars. tawa, Rt. 2. Contact Bill MitRay Hall, Calvert City, Ken- chell, Calvert City Route 2.
a28m5p.
a21-28p..
tucky.
FOR SALE: Good 2-row corn FOR RENT: 4-room apartment,
Phone
1planter (Jamesville) $40. See unfurnished, upstairs.
Benton,
St.,
Poplar
1318
5221.
Shemwell
Scott
I Clay
- Nelson or
a28rts.
a28p. Bob T. Long.
; at Oak Level.

Feather-bedding scheme of Firemen's Union to put an additional
fireman on diesel locomotives has been

ANNOUNCES

extra fireman is needed for "safety" reasons. Here's wont the Board had to say
or that point
"The safety and on-tilte performance
of diesel electric locomotives opet4ted
untie' current rules have been notabl:t
good .
"Upon careful analbit, ot the data submitted on safety. we 1^a$ e concluded
that no Aid reasons he been shown
as a support for the Brotherhood proposal under which a flit Iran would be
required to be at !tit tlirt continuously
in the cab of road diesels. 'Ihe proposal
must he reject''

The real reaatai briond these demands is
that the unien leaders are trying to make
jobs %there there is no work. In other
words, a plan case of -feather-lxidding."
The railroads have no intention of yielding to these wasteful make-work demands.

fire leap out."
Like ali animals, the whale
cannot reason, hence they cannot believe the Bible. or in
God. Yet in the Psalms, 74: 14
the whale is riven a name and
also reveals that the steak of
a whale was a delicacy to primitive as well as modern man.
"Thou brakest the heads of the
levathian in pieces and gayest
him to be meat to the people
inhabiting the wilderness."
'.hguog."
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DISMAL? OR DYNAMIC!
Langh and your troubles fade
away, so 'tis said. But—
ATIILETE'S FOOT,
tender, itching feet DO make
you feel dismal. T-4-L is sturdy CONCENTRATED solution.
Undiluted alcohol base gives
power.
great PENETRATING
IT-4-L strikes deeply to reach
and kill IMBEDDED germs
IN ONE HOUR,
WANTED
if not pleased, your 40c back at
Highest cash prices paid for
any drug store. NOW at NELBring
hams.
your
country
SON DRUG COMPANY.
them to Lee's Service Station
f-lOrts. •
MR SALE: Good used kero Hardin, Ky.
sena and electric refrigerators,
or GROWTH
veshers and kerosene ranges Two Tablets
coccidiosie
cecal
for
priced from $35 up, all guar 8 tablets
and
Salisbury's
Dr.
Tractor
Use
:•ontrol.
inteed. Kinney
j7rts REN-O-SAL for
kppliance Company.
both these
drinking
-use
Good used 2 3-4 Owensboro purposes Easy-to
Economica:
medicine.
Wagon with frame. See Heath water
mlOrts. too. Ask us for Dr. Salsbury'
Hdwe. & Furn. Co.
REN-O-SAL. Nelson Drug Co

The Mayfield Rendering Co
will pick up your uetid animat
FREE. Phone collect to Walker Cream Station M Benton
nlrts.
Telephone 2041.

LASTING

will Hand Wash and Hand
our Summer WASH Dresse&
- (Starch if Desired).

FOR SALE: Warm Air Heater
75 lb. capacity, used one winter. See Travis Ethridge, Telephone 4777,, Benton Route 1. rts

Services

‘n.pro,e.1 .unt.retc &XII' lamest
(rim •ou ha•• Ilo•nted for a long tont.
Resist% Ileac better-41ml iga•••• a bet•
It g1014 Ofers •upersor resistant e
II, alkalis. as ids and oils Easy to
apply.'Jo — hot is ftr si and sea onsl coals
Ideal ler recreation rooms, ha semeni s.
oilers, factories lie( Peerless ( on•
,rete Floor I namel today

4101

I

4-1

(Continued from

Kentucky
Miscellaneous

Jewelry Co

INSURES
A

FOR SALE: Gold Seal lino• tem, tile linoleum, asphalt
tile, inlaid lnoleum and Congo
Wall. Fleming Furniture. j27rts

FOR SALE: Ky. 31 fescue, 1st
grade 50e, 2nd grade 25c. Lynn
m24rts.
Nelson, Benton Rt. 2.

Idelan

On All Valuables
up Four Jewelry from
And Save 51r- or More
nert Watch Repairs Guaranta*

B

. For Sale

Bible Riddle Answers
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YOUR PATRONAGE APPRECIATED

Cone,'

/G"ER

Filbeck (a Cann
Funeral Home
Telephone 4681

Benton, KentuAl;

"The Safety Record of Diesels
is Outstandingly Good..."

Calvert City Club
Met At Hi School

Do you suffer cristress from -Th'

N ()TICE
In Regard to Settlement of
the Estate of W. G. Howard,
Deceased.,
All persons who hold claims
against the estate of W. G.
Howard are hereby notified to
file claims with Joe Bert Howard, Administrator of the estate
of W. G. Howard, deceased.
Benton. Kentucky, R. F. D. NO.
6. on or before the 12th day of
May. 1950, or be forever barred.
apr21-28may5

1:30 P. M.

Birthday Dinner

A surprise bb-tbday o inner
was given at the home -of Mr.
and Mrs. Jack Harrson honoring the 76th birthday of Mrs.
Ethic Smith.
Those attending were Messr
and Mesdames Ira Hunt. Geo. F. Notes, J. R. Copeland. .Tes
sic Cole and Alta Smith of Pa
Bolin, Virgi
clueali: Barney
Clar
Draffen,
Wood, Will
Walter Copeland, Jak
Hunt,
NOTICE
Smith, Trudie Smith, Donal
APPLICATION FOR BIDS
Wood, Charline Brockman, Fre
Notice is hereby given that Hunt, Clint Wood. Avery Me
the City of Benton, Kentucky, Manus, Joe Harrison. H. D
will accept* bids for the sur- Harrison, Tom Harrison.
facing of the following streets.
Paul Johnson, B. J. Harrison
12th Street from Pine Street Fred Dunigan, Van Cone. Ji
to the city limits:
Nelson, Jack Harrison, D. G
Pine Street from 12th Street Wood, Julian
Wood, Dewe.
Level
to Symsonia and Oak
Jimmi
Hunt.
Noles, Billy
Road:
Johnson, Frankie Sledd, Ken
9th Street from Pine to Wal- neth and Karl Harrison, Rand,
nut Street:
Don Wood, Bill,* Bob, J. B. an
13th Street from Birch to John L. Brolkman and Ben
Elm;
• David Harrison.
Olive to fly
6th Street from
Misses Mary Lee Smothers
Pine Street,
Leviathan Hunt, Bobby Jo Har
All bids must be submitted rison, Sherry Smiht, Kathlee
to the City Clerk by 7:00 o'- and Dixie Harrison and Bett
1VI, May 1st, 1950:
clock
Brockman and the honor
examine, all Lou
Bidders I may
ee.
Fpecifiratiors pertaining td time
materof performance, type of
wages and hours, laborers,
application to the office of the City Clerk. 101 East
I 1th Street. Benton. Kentucky
a14-28c..

With Rs Uervous,
Highstrunz; Feelings?
Are you troi 1rd by distrET,-( frmale lunctIowa ricnt.hly cilsturt.ances? Does it rnr.ks you Ica in
:C.:, a
71eftyna, crztnl.v, rcri it ,
fn
bit moody—ut auch
table
try Lydia E. Pinnam's
y
sti•
compound to relieve
thm,
-.:.r.c.3
the
ty
toms! Women
have reported rernarkt.Wo nem f.u.

Pinkham's Compound Is wh;c.t.
Doctors call a Wertz.° sedative. It
has a grand soothlr.g cr'ect on one
of woman's most Ini-ert ant or -tins.
Taken regularly—Fa.:1.!.unt's Compound helps build up resistan(.1
againstsuch distress.It Also arrest
stomachic tonic I All cau‘stores.

Month:YFczirl:Pnr
Pllikham's Conirmind Is very
.rectme to rrlieve In. 171713,
.ramps, headache. hat..ac
-when die to fel
ntontn,y c.n.turoauces.

Change of Life

„
... 'the

P.:art101-1Z1
itgeperlocI
toakes you1,oct War to'ThIddlea
suffer
flashes.
ornen
froth
irritable weak.
hot
hanra
fe•ellngs-highstrung.
try
tuch
Cornpound
Plokto
for this
symptonis. It's relieve
purpuse.
fanzous

• VEGETABLE/
(7
. 4.447./M4 e el WI POUND
4/1g

P.

For Rent
FOR RENT: 4 room and bath.
unfurnished apt. at 1105 Elm
' st. H. W. Hawkins, Pho. 3034,
mlOrts.
Benton.
This New Spinet Is $465
with full keyboard.

IIARRY EDWARDS
th St. Across From
Uourt House
Paducah, Ky.
1

rts

5bi5ome16#r$eK V/CE
srid5av-i6ivr 64501/N

? DAY SERVICE
t'ORNER CUT "NTE
Bunton, Kentucky

PRESIDS.NTIAl, FACT FINDING BOARD REPORT

Read these excerpts from official reports
,.1 Presidential Fact Finding Boards:

fla vat .41

record of Diesels is outstandingly good, and it follows that
the safety, rules now applicable have
prod tired good results."
"Tht safety and on-time performance
of D,esel electric locomotives operated
titui( r current. rules indicate that
Dies I electric operation has been safer
tbi,t, ter el locomotive operation,.
It. ,•••11 ittr! these are nor statements of
the. railroads. They are just a few of the
many t•imilar conclusions reached b)President Truman's Fact Finding Board %shich
spent months investigating the claims of
the union kaders.

SALTINES

'The safety

N

VW

4-in-1
PACK
•A/APNISS CAN'T TO VIM THIN

MYERS & ELKINS
Phone 2402

Benton, By

ACKACHE

Drive in to your Ashland dealer
and get your car all set fo beat the
heat that's coming soon. Get Ashland
7-point SEASON-RIGHT service cnd
Ashland Flyingl Octanes, the SEAS 'Dr:RIGHT catalytilc gasoline whcse hichoctane quality gives added powei Lid
smoother, all-ckound performance.,

For quick comforting help for Backache.
Rheumatic Pains, Getting Up Nights, strong
cloudy urine, irritating passages, Leg Pains,
circles under eyes, and swollen ankles, due
to non-organic and non-systemic Kidney and
Bladder troubles, try Cystex. Quick, complete
satisfaction or money back guaranteed. Ask
Your druggist for Cystex today.

ASHLAND

MARSHALL COUNTY FAM,
AUGUST 9, 10, Ii. 1950.

Solon Farmer

OIL

&

Safety Record of Diesels is
Outstandingly Go, 1
gh the railroads. •.
Led the Eisend
p, the union It . .. have
ted them. They repieeent
an

We are publishing this and other advertisements to talk to you
at first hand about matters which are important to • erybody.

O. E. Allen

E. B. Owens
W. F. Wattins

Geo. R. York

Marvin Coursey

Clete Castleberry E. Y. Turner

Charlie N'ann

Walker Myer, Agent

Large or Small
_a

• .
_
11110461011"
.
11111110110100•14110110
'41
.
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Your"Buy More At
HEATH'S

Benton, Kentucky

IGGER
errN/V
ea SARO
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41/
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1
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O
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LOOK! LOOK!
Will Pay This Week II Fertilizer Called 'Good Buy,' Liberal
2oe
To Bat High Fixed Costs aid itib;

• • •
HURLEY & RILEY
1303 Birch Street - Brand new
125.
REALTY COMPANY
4 room house on lot 75 x
properof
piece
Hens
1108,u Main St Benton. Ky. This is a good
be bought right Leghorns
can
and
ty
Office Phone 5721
12c
Call or see us about it
Cox
• • •
Nte Phone 3701 or 2623
24e
Eggs
1
30c
South of Benton on Fryers
mile
3-4
ESTAT
E
REAL
..%
room house
Highwa
4
y.
Murray
.N
basement
• • •
o
with hall and full
o
acres of Murray
approxi
12
the
mately
Kentucky
and
0. 62 acre farm known as
0 . Roy Phillips farm 1-4 milk off knd. This is a real pie( e I I
,.
SALES & SERVICE
Mayfield Highway. This farm' propertyl See us about it be- RADIO
N
t tube AM-FM Table Modelit st•l!s
s : is an ideal farm and in high
fore
fair
$49.50. allow liberal trade-in.
• • •
of cultivation with
s‘
, state
about
improvements. Ask us
Pad"- Zenith floor model AM-FM
1
s
31 .2 miles of Benton on
$13995 Best Trade 111
this place.
of
cab Highway. One acre
Allowance in town
•
*
•
o1
- story house. This propland, 9
0
from
miles
O ' 60 acre farm 3
cheap. See us call us. Have your home and car radio
Highway. erty is
• • •
repaired while you wait.
Benton on Murray
frontag
e
large
Work Fully Guaranteed.
\
a
has
.All
farm
room
This
• T
9th St. - 5
0s. and new house; a real piece 413 West basement, bath, hot
',Look
For The Trailer"
house with
Trade Circle
The
of property.
ood
In
&
a
is
This
and cold water.
SERVI
RADIO
CE CENTER
4.500
Price
propert
y.
piece Of
Benton
Kentuc
•
,
•
ky
•
room hou.se and large lot on
West 12 St., Benton. ThiLs . is a One mile west of City on Oak LOST, Female white, lemon
nice little piece of property. Level Road. 17 acre farm with spots, Fox
Hound. Between
buy this and pay for it like practically new 5 room house. Tatumsville and Access Road
rent.
A ',good piece of property. pric- on lake. Wearing collar hear• •.
1W'
ed to sell. Call or ask us about ing name of Bill Mitchell. Kut18 acre laying in Clark River this.
ta•va. Route 2. Contact Bill
• .• •
bottom near Hardin. This land
Mitchell. Calvert City, Route2.
Ls known as a part of the 5room house and 5 acres of
a.8-m5p.
Gentry Lamb land. Will sell ground. located in Cole' Adpropcheap or trade for city
dition. This is a nice piece of FOR SALE: 100 bales Lespe erty:
property for quick sale $3500. desa hay for sale. W. J. Myer.
•• •
• • • office over Riley Dept. Store.
50 acre land known the Nolen
miles
1-2
north
farm
1
acre
36
a28rts.
Benton, Ky.
nice
Wyatt land. This is a
Briensb
house,
and
good
uriz,
of
purpiece of land and can be
with FOR
of outbuildings
Bradley
SALE: David
chased right. See us about it. lentv
bottom
$2500.
land.
creek
equipment
I some
tractor
• ••
and
garden
.
• • •
for sale cheap. Call 4773 or I
I SPECIAL-6 room house 31.42 N number of desirable lots in
see
D. 0 McPhee. Benton Rt.1
Paduca
'
h
on
mi. from Benton
limits • of Benton. also very 1.
a28-m5p.
Highway, $3,250, can be bought city
lake
propert
y
sirabl
'
for small down payment and di'
portable
SALE: Royal
FOR
month.
per
$30
balance
& RILEY
I
typewri
three
Also
case.
ter
and
•••
REALTY COMPANY
Bree
Elvira
o;uarter
sua.
l
vu
in.
•
room house located in City
;eel, 321 Main Street. or call
of Benton. nice little new home
a21c.
2122
• an be bought for $2.600
•••
LOST A "jaek screw'' on Ben
'ti acre farm 1 mi. of city hint
between!
Mayfield
ion
road
its of Benton. new 5 mini
Benton.
place
Barnes
and
Jun
i.rick home. full basement, fur
1Ve !my hoes and calves
20.
Thursd
April
am,
term
ay
a
f
n:.ce heat. wsiter in house, new
each Tuesday & Saturday
a28p
Jim Barnes.
?Axle() barn, new tenant house,
AUCTION SALE
ood stock barn, chicken horr-zMary G reen. writer for Oa
EACH SATURDAY
,•
new e;Ira ee, 3'2 acres ney
Tm:bune, received a letter from .
Ara wherries. 50 acres
.14
goo,i
t Limb, A 11C tlOneer
her sun, Tommy. who has been
!eek bottom land. plenty sto,•;-, We are agents for the sale
attny • Manliel.PFS
in South
Ater yea- around Thi. f.,!- • •
Hogs. Cattle, Horses,
Carolin
reports
a.
he
that
he is ,
A
and PrIeed to sell
Sheep. Mules - All Stock
• • •
now in the hospitol but did,
not sae the cause. lie was just I,
O Li
imiunsi. 4 ri),,!
recently promoted to PFC.
hw':lock
chicken
barn.
.$3750.
om of
Mr
and. Mrs. Homer Wyatt
qi !‘liirray Hg,wv.
h.
• ••
and children of Campbell. Mo
On West 12th Street. nice lit- F OR sA1.1.: On, I; ocher. ca
spent the week end with Mr.;
tie five fah on house with base-; met in good condition. Price and Mrs. Joe Ervin at
their!
cottage on the lake.
ment, good neighborhood and to sell. See Mrs. Van Wyatt
close to school. Sec or call us call 4702 Benton.
a21rt
about this place.
Paint up with Sherwin WilWAN- TED - TO DO: Washin liams. Simmons and Hy Klass
•••
paints, enamels and varnishes.
Nice little house located in ironing and house cleaning.
Briensburg. This is a nice Were cated 6th house on Oak Level Plenty brushes. too. Heah Hdwe
414441144446410-teleitete4A00-105.1.41`otelelef
iteWoloto`Wleses*.s.WW.444 of property, dirt cheap, $2000. Road. Mrs Rose Jones. a21 -28P. and Furn. Co.

Let Us Prove It To YOU

$99.50 UP
Eclipse power Lawn Mowers
15.95 up
Hand powered lawn mowers
9.50
10 Rods 58 in. Garden Fence
12.50
20 Rods 32 in., 6in. Fence
6.50
100 lb. High Grade No. 1 Korean
5.50
100 lb. High Grade No. 2 Korean
3.60
Virginia Grown soy beans, per bu
Stull Bros. No. 103 Hybrid Yellow Corn, bu. . .. 9.50
Stull Bros. No. 203 Hybrid White Corn, bu. ... 10.00
Jarvis Prolific, Hickory King, Neals Paymaster 4.75
$180 Heavy Duty Owensboro Trailer Wagon 160.00
4 piece bedroom suite with springs & mattress 87.50
2 piece plastic Boltaflex sofa bed suites .... 99.50 up
45e
Only 50 - 60c decorated salad bowls
69c
1 lb. tin Folkers Coffee
$1.85
3 lb. pail Bellmeade Coffee
14 ft. bamboo fishing poles
30c
20 ft. bamboo fishing poles
65c
Hawaiian wigglers
89c

Boggess Produce Co.

FARMERS
STOCK BUYERS

Prices right on all kinds of furniture, hardware.
electric, oil, wood cook stores, Sherwin-H'illiams
paint and enamel, groceries and feed.
YOU ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

HEATH

Marshall County
A netton Company
Benton,
St.

Hardware And Furniture Company

Benton

Kentucky

41mra

VE
Has Made the Other Cafes Veap at the
Kentucky Dam on Hush Puppies, Sea
Food, Steaks, Chicken, Country Ham,
Home-made Hot Rolls.

COME SUNDAY
See The VEEP And
Eat With The VEEP
Below Kentucky Dam at the "Y"-Telephone 2471,
Gilbertsville, Ky.

Full Course Turkey Dinner
$1.50

"soa
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You ma s- ask. "Why such low prices for Sealtes
t
lc, Cream-which is the best in town?"
Here is the an_sss er: We want our store to be ICE
Cream HEADQUARTERS for every family in this
:immunity.
To do this we offer you:
1. Low prices so s ou will come in often.
2. Excellent service, in a clean store.
3. Sealtest Ice Cream and other high quality ingredients to make fountain dishes enjoyable
and refreshing.
Come in and let us prove it.

Pints 30c
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